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Light-emitting diode (LED) is an improved light delivery technology that provides better
energy efficiency, longer lifespan, and the ability to select a specific wavelength of light. We
evaluated the effect of blue and red-LED on performance, behavior, egg quality, hormonal
concentration, and prevalence of Avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC) like E. coli in pullets and laying
hens raised in cage-free housing system. Results showed that birds raised in blue-LED during the
pullet phase had higher body weight and earlier onset of early lay. Red-LED increased the yolk
percentage, illustrating that red-LED can stimulate reproduction. Red-LED also decreased the
relative spleen percentage, which is an indication of decreased immunity. Overall egg production
was not affected by the light treatment. Irrespective of the light treatment, a higher prevalence of
APEC like E. coli was found in colonies isolated from the trachea suggesting a possible route of
transmission in cage-free housing system.
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CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Light is an essential factor for growth, development, and production performance of the

laying hen. In the early 1930s, the focus of research in poultry lighting was photoperiod and light
intensity (Lewis and Morris, 2000; Liu et al., 2018). These studies were the foundation for lighting
system guidelines for layer facilities to improve bird performance and energy efficiency (ASAE,
2005). These studies also lead to various other breed-specific guidelines such as the Hy-Line® W36 management guide (Hy-Line®, 2016). However, with the discovery of new lighting technology,
wavelength has become of interest of many researchers. It has been shown that the wavelength of
light can affect the behavior and performance of layers (Manser, 1996). The light-emitting diode
(LED) is an improved light delivery technology that provides better energy efficiency and longer
lifespan with the ability to select a spectrum of light. LEDs were not feasible in the previous light
system. Thus, in recent years, they have been subjected to further research to enhance the
performance of the new generation of chicken (Archer, 2018).
There are four types of photoreceptors in the avian eye, which have maximum sensitivity
to 415, 450, 550, and 700 nanometer (nm) wavelength of light (Lewis and Morris, 2000). These
four types of retinal photoreceptors are responsible for the tetrachromatic vision of the bird (Osorio
and Vorobyev, 2008). In addition to retinal photoreceptors, birds also have extra-retinal
photoreceptors. The extraretinal photoreceptors, located in the pineal gland and hypothalamus, are
responsible for circadian rhythm, endocrine functions, locomotion, and reproduction in birds
1

(Baxter et al., 2014). In the past, several experiments were conducted in poultry, in which birds
were exposed to various kinds of light sources to study their effects on growth and production.
These experiments could not completely elucidate the mechanism behind the effects of various
colors of light until the presence of extraretinal photoreceptors were discovered. Different
wavelengths of light appear to play a role in regulating the birds’ physiology. Now with LED
technology, we can manipulate the wavelength of light. A study in 2014, has also shown that the
wavelength of light has the potential to promote growth, stimulate egg production, reduce stress,
increase fertility, and improve egg quality (Li et al., 2014). In the same study, pullet and layer
phase-wise lighting systems showed that it could improve body weight gain and egg production
(Li et al., 2014). However, a limited number of studies have evaluated the effect of blue LED light
in the pullet phase, and the effect of red LED when the birds reach their sexual maturity. Therefore,
this study is aimed to investigate the possibility of using blue light to improve growth and changing
to red light later in the laying phase to improve egg production. By doing this, we wanted to
establish the physiological basis of the changes that might have occurred with using light during
the two different experimental period.
1.2

SOURCE OF LIGHT
Light is an electromagnetic radiation of any wavelength that has a speed of 186,000 miles

per hour in a vacuum (Merriam-Webster, 2020). Sunlight is the most abundant source of
electromagnetic radiation. Gamma rays, X-rays, microwaves, and radio waves are also part of the
electromagnetic radiation. In a general context, light usually refers to the sensation aroused by the
stimulation of visual receptors, and this is 400-700 nm for humans (Osorio and Vorobyev, 2008).
Almost all domestic hens are raised indoors and require artificial lighting. As we progressed
towards modernizing our poultry facilities, we have developed extensive production systems and
2

environmentally controlled houses. These facilities can alter the time of light and darkness. They,
thereby, can optimize the physiology of the birds for maximum production and productivity (Liou
et al., 1987). Therefore, artificial lighting is an essential part of modern poultry farming systems.
1.2.1

INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULB
Incandescent light is produced by heating a solid object, usually a tungsten wire filament,

to a glowing point (Houston and Kennely, 1896). This glow provides a smooth and continuous
spectrum of light like the sun. These lights are very bright and should be used along with luminaire
to reduce the glare (ASAE, 2005). These light sources also produce excessive amounts of heat and
are not cost-effective in commercial poultry systems (Vandenberg, 2003). Pyrzak et al. (1987)
compared the effects of blue, green, red, incandescent and fluorescent light on egg production and
egg quality in laying hens from 19 to 50 weeks of age and observed that incandescent light, along
with blue and green light, had the lowest egg production towards the second production cycle.
Furthermore, incandescent light had lower egg weight in the first and second production cycle
(Pyrzak et al., 1987). In another study, the effect of blue, red, white LED, and incandescent lights
were compared with respect to egg production of caged Hy-Line® Brown laying hens from 14 to
60 weeks of age which showed that incandescent light had significantly lower egg production as
compared to red light (Min et al., 2012). Similar results have been observed in pigeons (Wang et
al., 2015), as well as other laying hens (Li et al., 2014). Incandescent lights are now being replaced
with other new light technologies like fluorescent lamps or LEDs.
1.2.2

FLUORESCENT LAMP (FL)
Fluorescent lamps produce visible light when an electric current passes through a hollow

tube with low-pressure mercury vapor and other gases (Bright, 1949). Fluorescent lamps are used
as a replacement for incandescent light bulbs in the commercial layer system due to their energy
3

efficiency and durability. Researchers have compared FL with LEDs and found similar results with
egg production and egg quality (Long et al., 2016a, b; Liu et al., 2018). In an experiment conducted
to compare the production performance, egg quality and welfare of laying hens from 20 to 70
weeks of age, under FL and LED lights, they found similar results with egg production, egg weight,
feed use and mortality between the two lighting systems (Long et al., 2016a). However, Long et
al. (2016a) found some differences in hen-housed egg production between these lighting systems
with a higher hen housed egg production in FL and they explained that other factors such as
mortality rate in the experimental houses, might have contributed to the differences (Long et al.,
2016a). Because of the lower energy efficiency of the FL as compared to LED, the trend is towards
using the modern LED lights in poultry facilities.
1.2.3

HIGH-INTENSITY DISCHARGE LAMPS (HID)
High-intensity discharge lamps are sources of light that use a gas source to illuminate. The

gases used in this lamp, mercury vapor, halide, or sodium, can generate an electrical-gas discharge
that produces light (Born, 2001). This light source has a limited application because of high heat
discharge. These lamps are often used in breeder and turkey houses with peaked roofs to have a
uniform distribution of light (Cheng, 2018). It is recommended to use HID for a short duration of
time and operate them intermittently (ASAE, 2005). Therefore, HID is not commonly used in
commercial layer houses.
1.2.4

LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE (LED)
The light-emitting diode was first discovered in 1962 (Holonyak and Bevacqua, 1962).

LEDs are semiconductor lasers based on gallium arsenide crystals (Gerrard et al., 2007). Because
of their efficiency, durability, affordability, and the ability to produce specific wavelengths of light,
LEDs are preferred over other lighting systems. Research has also shown that LED light can
4

improve feed conversion and well-being of birds as compared to compact fluorescent light (CFL)
bulbs (Min et al., 2012; Huth and Archer, 2015). In addition, many researchers have found that
birds under red LED start to lay early as compared to other lights (Gongruttananun, 2011; Min et
al., 2012; Li et al., 2014). However, there are inconsistent results. Lui et al., (2018) compared the
blue and red LEDs with FL in Hy-Line® W-36 laying hens from 17 to 41 weeks of age and found
similar results with age at sexual maturity, egg production and egg quality by using LED light and
FL. However, in their study, economics, durability, and affordability were not compared between
the two light sources.
The trend in changing lighting equipment is not new. A few decades ago, incandescent
light bulbs were replaced with modern CFL (Liu, 2017). The guidelines and recommendations for
the management of commercial layers were based on the CFL bulbs and incandescent light, which
does not apply to today’s standards. While the poultry industry is adopting new technology like
LED to minimize the cost of production and improve overall profitability, there is a need for
research regarding LED lights with various spectrum-specific impacts on the physiology, behavior
and performance of the laying hens.
1.3

POULTRY VISION
Vision is the process of transmitting visual clues through the eyes, which are transformed

by the retinal photoreceptors into electrical signals and received by the brain (Merriam-Webster,
2011). The mechanism of light traveling through the cornea, anterior chambers, lens, vitreous
body, and retina to generate an impulse to the brain in avian species is similar to the mammals
(Güntürkün et al., 2000). However, the avian eye is much larger in proportion to the brain as
compared to the mammalian eye (Güntürkün et al., 2000). In addition, avian eyes have
tetrachromatic photoreceptors (Lewis and Morris, 2000). Birds have four types of retinal cone
5

photoreceptors that can perceive ultraviolet, short, medium, and long-wavelength lights (Osorio
and Vorobyev, 2008). The photoreceptors are mainly located in the retina, pineal gland and
hypothalamus (Baxter, 2015). Photoreceptors are primarily composed of opsin, a protein attached
to an aldehyde of vitamin A and this structure is called a chromophore (Hart, 2001). These
chromophores can go through conformational changes when it absorbs a photon of light, which
leads to a biochemical process leading to a release of neurotransmitters from the photoreceptors
(Hart, 2001). The tetrachromatic photoreceptors have the maximum sensitivity to light of
wavelength of 415, 450, 550, and 700 nm (Lewis and Morris, 2000). A larger eye proportion and
the presence of tetrachromatic photoreceptors, aid the avian species to perceive color to a greater
extent than the mammalian eye (Hunt et al., 2009). The pigment in the retina of the eye, which is
responsible for the absorption of a longer wavelength of light, is called the iodopsin (Yoshizawa
and Imamoto, 1995).
Birds also have external photoreceptors that can be stimulated by long-wavelength light
(for example, red light). Longer wavelengths of light can penetrate the skull directly and reach
deeper tissue of the avian brain (Benoit, 1964; Lewis and Morris, 2000). Halford et al. (2009)
found that the vertebrate ancient opsin receptors located in the hypothalamic region of the brain
are stimulated by longer wavelengths of light (450-500 nm).
Previous researchers have found that longer wavelengths of light, such as red light, enhance
sexual development as well as reproduction in commercial laying hens as compared to shorter
wavelengths of light (Pyrzak et al.; 1987; Wang et al.; 2015; Baxter et al., 2014; Archer, 2018). In
addition, Rothery et al. (2017) found that red spectrum of light aids the avian eye in better
visualization of its surrounding, thereby aids in the visualization of feed and is an integral part of
the hierarchy order established by avian species. Red light has shown to stimulate the opsin
6

receptors in the HPG axis, which boosts higher levels of reproductive hormones and organ
development (Sharp, 2005; Reddy et al., 2012). These stimulations are also associated with larger
ovarian follicles and an increase in the number of yellow yolk follicles (>8 mm) in the birds (Reddy
et al., 2012). There is also an increase in the expression of gonadotropin-releasing inhibitory
hormone (GnIH) mRNA expression in birds that are exposed to longer wavelength of light (Sharp,
2005).
Similarly, some studies found that green and blue light decrease egg production but improve egg
quality (Er et al., 2007; Hassan et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Also, blue light has been associated
with improved growth (Li et al., 2014) and less time spent on foraging and establishing the
hierarchy (Sultana et al., 2013). Therefore, these differences in perception need to be further
understood to provide the optimal conditions for growth and production of the laying hen.
Chickens are affected by the duration, intensity and spectrum of light. Light can be utilized as a
management tool to help optimize pullet growth, age of sexual maturity, egg weight, and egg
production in laying hens in a variety of environments.
1.4
1.4.1

FACTORS EFFECTING POULTRY PHYSIOLOGY
LIGHT INTENSITY
Light intensity is the measure of the radiant power of the light source and is called the

radiant flux (power) or irradiance level. It is the total amount of luminous power produced in the
visual part of the light spectrum. The International System (SI) unit of visible light intensity is
‘lux’, which is usually measured as the number of watts of energy in one square meter. Appleby
et al. (1992) conducted a trial in which laying hens were kept in rooms with various irradiance
level. Intensity greater than 22 lux is avoided due to increased fearfulness and aggression
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(Appleby et al., 1992), as shown in Table 1.1. It was observed that the appropriate range of light
intensity of commercial layer houses is 5 to 10 lux (Appleby et al., 1992).
Higher intensity of 50 to 500 lux, have been shown to increase aggressive behavior,
specifically feather pecking (Martin, 1989). A high level of feather pecking at high intensity was
due to better visualization of other birds as well as objects in the room (Martin, 1989). In another
study, where birds were exposed to two different ranges of light intensity, 17-22 and 55-80 lux,
the researcher observed that activity such as head shaking, pecking, foraging and fear response
were increased in 55- 80 lux intensity (Hughes and Black, 1974). Similarly, low intensity, 1.1 lux,
has also been shown to be detrimental to the birds causing higher mortality and abnormal eyes
(Siopes et al., 1984). Details of the past studies on light intensity and their major findings are
shown in table 1.1.
1.4.2

PHOTOPERIOD
Photoperiod is the amount of time that birds receive illumination in a day. In other words,

it is the number of hours of light and dark in a 24-hour period. The light period must be followed
by a period of darkness for birds to sleep (Kristensen, 2008). Sleep and the effects of its
deprivation in birds are not similar to that of mammals (Rattenborg et al., 2009). Research done
on migratory birds by recording the electroencephalogram patterns of each hemisphere of the
bird’s brain during ten days continuous flight found that birds can fly and sleep
unihemispherically (Rattenborg et al., 2016). Also, sleep is important in poultry as it conserves
energy by limiting activity and concentrating energy for the most important aspect of their life,
egg production (Glotzbach and Heller, 1976).
Sleep provides adequate time for tissue recovery and growth (Adam, 1980). Although the
role of sleep has been studied by many researchers, the effects of lack of sleep are little studied. A
8

continuous period of light or a continuous period of darkness can have adverse effects on poultry.
Continuous darkness studied in chickens from 2 to 14 weeks of age has shown a shrunken anterior
chamber of the eye with buphthalmia or an overall enlarged eye (Whitley et al., 1985). Birds that
were raised in continuous fluorescent light for two weeks had developed similar ocular
enlargement of eye due to lack of sleep and shallow anterior chambers (Whitley et al., 1984).
Similar results have been observed in another experiment where turkey poults were exposed to
continuous light for six weeks and a thickening of the choroid layer and enlargement of the eye
was prominent (Ashton et al., 1973). Although a longer period of light ensures the bird’s
continuous access to feed, it can adversely affect the vision. Therefore, intermittent lighting has
been used in poultry facilities to improve productivity. Classesn et al., (1991) observed that when
birds were kept in a periodic lighting program, with a gradual increase in lighting program from 6
to 23 hours, it resulted in improved growth performance and lowered mortality when compared to
continuous light for 24 hours (table 1.2). Furthermore, the commercial system has also used
increasing photoperiod to promote growth and induce the onset of sexual maturity during the pullet
phase (Baxter, 2015).
1.4.3

COLOR OF LIGHT (SPECTRUM)
The characteristic of light color depends on the spectral composition of the light. The

tetrachromatic photoreceptors present in the avian eye have the highest sensitivity to light of
wavelengths 415, 450, 550, and 700 nm (Lewis and Morris, 2000). In a behavioral test, birds were
trained to receive food by pecking a clear panel out of the two lit panels. The color of the panel
was regulated through the 13 closely defined narrow bandwidth filters of various wavelengths
from 326 to 640 nm. The results indicated that birds had maximum sensitivity to the spectrum of
wavelength 540 to 577 nm (Prescott and Wathes, 1999). It has been found that the bird’s perception
9

of intensity is related to the spectral sensitivity in the bird’s retina (Prescott and Wathes, 1999).
Green or blue light requires a higher intensity to stimulate the birds as compared to red light with
the same intensity (Prayitno and Phillips, 1997). The pineal and retinal photoreceptors are
stimulated by a longer wavelength of light (Lewis and Morris, 2000). The stimulation of the retinal
photoreceptors causes behavioral changes growth and suppresses reproduction in birds (Lewis and
Morris, 2000). Stimulation of the hypothalamic photoreceptors stimulates reproduction through
the change in melatonin that signals at the reproductive axis (Ubuka et al., 2005). Along with
wavelength, flicker modulation has also been researched in poultry in compact fluorescent bulbs
bulbs (Widowski and Duncan, 1996). Study conducted on laying hen found that hens do not have
preference for flickers of lower frequency or higher intensity and low frequency flickers can be
used without any adverse effect to the hen welfare (Widowski and Duncan, 1996). Table 1.3 shows
the research done on different spectrums of light along with their intensity and its effect on the
growth and performance of the bird.
1.5
1.5.1

HORMONES
HYPOTHALAMIC NEUROPEPTIDES
There are various factors like light intensity, photoperiod, source of light, and wavelength

that affect behavior and physiology by altering important hormones in the bird (Manser, 1996).
Visually perceived light affects the circadian clock in poultry (Liou et al., 1987). The circadian
clock, which is responsible for circadian rhythm, is regulated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN) in the ventral aspect of the hypothalamus (Johnston, 2005). The photoreceptors perceive
light within the eye. Once stimulated, photoreceptors generate the stimulus which is transmitted
as a neuronal impulse by the optic nerve. The optic nerve takes it through the hypothalamus and
to the central ganglia in the brain. It then passes through the lateral geniculate nucleus and transmits
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to the visual cortex (Rattenborg., 2016). The stimulation of the hypothalamus causes the secretion
of gonadotropin and prolactin (Sharp et al., 1998). Higher plasma concentration of prolactin has
been associated with gonadal regression through photorefractoriness, which is decrease in the
daylength after long daylength (Sharp et al., 1998).
Reproduction in poultry is regulated by two neuropeptides, a stimulatory neuropeptide
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) and an inhibitory neuropeptide gonadotropin inhibitory
hormone (GnIH). The hypothalamus is responsible for the production of both gonadotropins,
GnRH and GnIH (Tsutsui et al., 2000; Bentley et al., 2008). The external photostimulation of
hypothalamic opsins in the deep brain tissue causes transduction of a nerve impulse that stimulates
the release of such neuropeptide hormones (Benoit, 1964; Lewis and Morris, 2000a). These
hypothalamic neuropeptides act on both the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary gland to inhibit
the release of GnRH and gonadotropins. Previous research has reported that birds exposed to
artificial light at night develop their reproductive organs a month earlier than birds not exposed to
any artificial light at night (Dominoni et al., 2013). It has been found that both the stimulatory and
inhibitory pathways are regulated by photoperiod (Yasuo et al., 2003) and wavelength of light
(Wang et al., 2015). Yasuo et al. (2003) found that exposing birds to a long day (16L:8D) had
increased expression of circadian pacemaker genes, brain and muscle aryl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator, such as BAML1 protein, in the hypothalamus as compared to short days
(4L:20D). Therefore, longer light periods can help birds to reach sexual maturity earlier, and shortday periods can have the opposite effect through the regulation of circadian rhythm. Similarly,
monochromatic red light, compared to blue, green and white light has been shown to increase the
expression of the BMAL1 gene and stimulate sexual maturity in birds (Wang et al., 2015)
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1.5.2

GONADAL HORMONES
Stimulation of gonadotropin promotes gonadal development and synthesis of the steroid

hormones, progesterone and estradiol (Robinson and Etches, 1986). Estradiol stimulates the
growth of the reproductive tract, secondary sexual characteristics and sexual maturity in birds
(Etches, 1996). Progesterone is responsible for regulating ovulation by generating pre-ovulatory
luteinizing hormones (LH) in poultry (Robinson and Etches, 1986). Similarly, photostimulation of
the adenohypophysis of the hypothalamus stimulates the release of GnRH, which thereby releases
another gonadotropin, follicular stimulation hormone (FSH), and LH from the anterior pituitary
(Hertelendy et al., 1982). Exposing birds to longer wavelengths of light, such as red light, has been
shown to increase the number of follicles in the ovary of greater than 8 mm (Reddy et al., 2012).
It is speculated that longer wavelengths of light stimulate the deep- brain photoreceptors and
seasonal reproduction in birds (Sharp, 2005). The deep brain stimulation can have a significant
impact on the maturation and development of ova in the female reproductive tract.
Along with estradiol and progesterone, FSH and LH also affect the reproductive cycle in
the laying hen (Sharp et al., 1998). The hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase enzyme, which is
responsible for the catabolism of progesterone and the synthesis of estrogen at the ovarian level
(Nakane et al., 2010), is increased with higher LH concentration in the blood (Jin et al., 2011).
Research in laying hens from 72- 82 weeks of age exposed to red light found a significant increase
in serum estrogen and LH concentration (Reddy et al., 2012). Also, the same study found an
increase in the GnRH expression with higher egg production in red light. In the hormonal essay
done every 3 hours, it was found that lower levels of estrogen and higher progesterone levels can
be inhibited by the longer wavelength of light (Reddy et al., 2012).
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1.5.3

MELATONIN
Melatonin is another crucial hormone that is regulated by light (Ubuka et al., 2005). The

pineal gland has photoreceptors that contain the photopigment pinopsin and melanopsin (Holthues
et al., 2004). Pinopsin mediates the synthesis of melatonin by inhibitory effects of light, and
melanopsin regulates the circadian clock (Holthues et al., 2004). In addition to the circadian
rhythm, the release of inhibitory hypothalamic neuropeptides is linked with melatonin (Baxter,
2015). The release of GnIH is stimulated by melatonin, which is produced in the retina and pineal
gland in the dark period (Gwinner et al., 1997; Chowdhury et al., 2013). Melatonin seems to
directly affect the GnIH neurons in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) (Ubuka et al., 2005). This
finding has led to an understanding that increasing photoperiods has a negative feedback on
melatonin production, which leads to decreased GnIH and increased GnRH. A higher level of
melatonin produced by the intermittent photoperiod has shown to reduce the expression of GnIH
(Ubuka et al., 2005).
Melatonin also plays a role in regulating serotonin levels in the birds. The enzyme
Arylalkylamine N-Acetyltransferase (AANAT), found in the pineal gland of birds, is involved in
rhythmic (day and night) production of melatonin by the modification of serotonin (Jin et al.,
2011). High serotonin levels have been linked to aggressive behavior and suppressed reproductive
traits in birds (Mobarkey et al., 2013). Research in broiler breeders that were exposed to green
light had higher serotonin levels and significantly lower egg production as compared to birds
exposed to normal white light. However, when serotonin pathways are blocked with paracholorphynylanine, a selective irreversible inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase enzyme
responsible for biosynthesis of serotonin (Jouvet, 1999), it was observed that the bird’s
reproductive potential did not change. This shows that shorter wavelengths of light, even without
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retinal stimulation, can suppress reproduction in birds by regulation of serotonin (Mobarkey et al.,
2013).
1.6

BEHAVIOR
The wavelength of light also affects behavior and stress levels in laying hens (Manser,

1996; Rozenboim et al., 1998; Sultana et al., 2013). The visual perception of the surrounding is an
important clue to manifest bird behavior. Many factors such as light intensity, photoperiod and the
spectrum of light can alter poultry behavior (Manser, 1996). However, the current trend is towards
LED lights, and the focus is on the specific spectrum of LED light. Some of behaviors that have
been studied in poultry are locomotion, aggression, fear, and preference to stay and perching.
These are described below.
1.6.1

LOCOMOTORY BEHAVIOR
In a study conducted in broilers raised under a single monochromatic light or a combination

of lights, it has been found that birds exposed to the shorter wavelength of light (blue and green)
spent more time standing and resting with a lesser degree of foraging and locomotion compared to
birds that were exposed to the longer wavelength of light (red) (Prayitno et al., 1997; Sultana et
al., 2013). In addition, Prayitno et al. (1997) also found that birds exposed to blue and green light
were more sedentary. The higher level of activity may because of better visual perception under
red light than green or blue light. The lesser extent of locomotive behavior might be a factor that
attributes to higher weight gain (Sultana et al., 2013). Rozenboim et al. (2004) found that birds
reared in green and blue light have higher body weight as compared to red or natural light. In one
study, Hy-Line® W-36 hens were exposed to blue and red LED, and CFL bulbs from 5 to 14
weeks and their locomotion was studied. Locomotion was recorded using a computerized program
that tracks the movement of the bird throughout the pen for one complete day every week. The
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locomotory behavior was quantified as a movement index, which is defined as the cumulative
displacement in the area caused by the locomotion and calculated in 1-second intervals. The results
showed that birds exposed to blue LED had higher movement index as compared to CFL or red
LED. However, no explanation was given to why the birds might have had more activity in blue
LED (Lui, Ph.D. Dissertation, 2017)
1.6.2

AGGRESSION AND FEAR
Behaviors such as feather pecking and cannibalism seem to be affected by light. It has been

reported that red light specifically seems to increase feather pecking and cannibalistic behavior in
laying hen (Sultana et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). An increase in cannibalistic behavior has also
been found in another study that used individual blue, green, red, white, and combinations of these
lights in Hy-Line® brown laying hens (Hassan et al., 2014). However, it was not elaborated by the
researchers as to why birds had increased aggression in red light as compared to other lights. In
one study, where broiler birds were exposed to blue, green, red, and white incandescent light, it
was observed that birds in red light were aggressive compared to blue, green and white light
(Prayitno et al., 1997). Prayitno et al. (1997) and Hassan et al. (2014) suggested that red light can
activate the hypothalamic photoreceptors, which must have played a role in this interactive
behavior. However, there are contradictory results with respect to cannibalistic behavior in birds;
it has been reported that birds reared under red light had impaired ability to see blood, thus,
resulting in less cannibalistic behavior (Schumaier et al., 1968; D’Eath and Stone, 1999). Also,
laying hens exposed to longer wavelength of light, such as red light, demonstrated a lower degree
of social recognition (D’Eath and Stone, 1999). This was evaluated by observing pecking behavior
and aggressive behavior in birds kept in bright and dim lights of blue, red, and white color. The
results showed that birds in white were more aggressive than blue light, which were more
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aggressive than in red light. The brightness of light did not show a significant difference when it
came to aggressive behavior and pecking behavior (D’Eath and Stone, 1999). Sultana et al., (2013)
found that birds that were exposed to green light were more fearful and spent less time foraging
than birds exposed to red or white light. The fear response in birds has often been measured by the
tonic immobility test, with longer dorsal recumbency time indicating more stress in the birds
(Gallup et al., 1971; Campo et al., 1993). Sultana et al., (2013) found that birds reared under blue
light had significantly decreased tonic immobility time as compared to yellow, red and green
lights. Similarly, age also had a significant influence on the fear response where younger birds
showed higher tonic immobility as compared to older birds irrespective of the light treatment
(Sultana et al., 2013).
1.6.3

PREFERENCE TO REMAIN IN A LIGHT AND PERCHING BEHAVIOR
Another behavior that seems to be significantly affected by light is perching behavior.

Birds reared under blue and normal light have shown an increase in the preference to perch more
often as compared to birds under red light (Sultana et al., 2013; Liu, 2017). A decrease in perching
behavior may be due to the higher visual sensitivity of birds under red light, causing them to be
more active than spending time resting on a perch. Discomfort induced by these artificial lighting
systems is also manifested in behavioral change. Therefore, to understand the preference of the
bird to remain in a blue, red, green, or white, spectrum of light has also been studied (Prayitno et
al., 1997). The preference was determined by calculating the time in minutes where birds stayed
in certain light rooms (Prayitno et al., 1997). It was found that birds had a higher preference for
blue light and the lowest preference for red light (Prayitno et al., 1997). In another study performed
on layer pullets from 54 to 82 days of age, four LED lights of red, blue, green, and white color
were used to determine the preference of the pullets to a particular color of the light (Li et al.,
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2018). The birds were placed such that they were able to move freely between various
compartments, and time spent in each compartment was recorded. It was observed that pullets had
the highest preference for the blue light compartment and least for the red-light compartment (Li
et al., 2018).
1.7
1.7.1

HEALTH
IMMUNITY AND STRESS
Light plays an important role in regulating the immunity of birds (Zhang et al., 2014). In

recent years, researchers have found an association between daylight and immune response in
mammals (Blom et al., 1994), as well as in birds (Moore and Siopes, 2000). The mechanism of
these photoperiods on the immune system is through the regulation of melatonin (Xiong et al.,
2019). Melatonin had been shown to have immunity-enhancing effects when supplemented
externally, and suppressed immune cells have been observed when the birds were pinealectomized
(Rodriguez and Lea, 1994). A previous study found that green and blue light can strengthen the
immune response in the birds. Specifically, the levels of peripheral blood T and B lymphocyte, as
well as serum IL-2 concentrations, had been elevated in birds raised in green and blue light (Zhang
et al., 2014).
Along with the improved immune response, monochromatic blue and green light have also
been shown to reduce the stress in birds (Xie et al., 2008). The correlation between stress and
immunity has been studied in the past has shown that stressful condition has been linked to reduced
immune response (Griffin, 1989). Increased stress is correlated with an increase in the number of
heterophils and a decrease in the number of lymphocytes in birds (Kliger et al., 2000). In the same
study, a dark schedule compared to a continuous light schedule has shown to decrease the
heterophil to lymphocyte ratio and enhance the effect of the spleen in immune function. The results
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of enhanced immunity have been linked to the action of melatonin (Kliger et al., 2000). There are
two possible pathways through which melatonin can improve immunity. Firstly, melatonin can
increase the number of T and B lymphocyte in the blood by modifying the intrinsic mitogenic
activity of these cells (Champney et al., 1997). Secondly, through the regulation of photoperiod,
melatonin can increase the cellular activity of immune cells. This has been shown by in vivo
experiments of splenocyte (Kliger et al., 2000). A recent study evaluated the immune response in
birds that were subjected to green, blue, red, and white light for seven weeks. The study found that
the proliferation of peripheral T lymphocyte was highest in green light and blue light as compared
to red and white light (Xie et al., 2008). Also, the effect of melatonin on enhancing the immunity
is more prevalent in a light and dark schedule (Kliger et al., 2000) rather than a continuous light
(Abbas et al., 2008). During an experiment, Abbas et al., (2008) found that broiler birds that were
exposed to intermittent light had higher weight gain, a better proliferation of white blood cells, and
decreased corticosterone concentration. The reason for lower corticosterone may be through the
subduing effect of the pro-inflammatory cytokine interlukin-1β, which is a stimulus for the
hypothalamus to release corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) (Baxter, 2015). Thus, the
regulation of immunity by light or photoperiod has been linked with the role of melatonin in birds.
The spectrum of light does not seem to influence the mortality of the birds (Lewis and
Morris, 2000; Rozenboim et al., 2004; Gongruttananun, 2011). However, some researchers have
found conflicting results in bird mortality with a blue and red light when compared to normal light
(Wells, 1971; Svobodová et al., 2015). A lower level of mortality was observed in red light as
compared to hens raised in blue light (Svobodová et al., 2015). In contrast, higher mortality was
observed in red light as compared to normal light in another experiment (Wells, 1971). Because
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of this contradictory evidence, it is difficult to conclude that the spectrum of light plays a major
role in mortality.
1.7.2

BACTERICIDAL PROPERTY OF LIGHT
Light has also been studied for its bactericidal effects (Lubart et al., 2011). Blue light as

irradiation therapy has been shown to suppress the growth of pathogenic microorganisms like
Escherichia coli (E. coli) in the case of skin infections in humans (Abana et al., 2017). Light
suppresses the growth of bacteria by photodynamic inactivation (Sperandio and Hamblin, 2013).
The absorption of light by the microorganism leads to a transfer of energy to a substrate molecule
or leads to a formation of a reactive oxygen species, which is toxic to the microorganism
(Vatansever et al., 2013). The reactive oxygen species thus formed causes irreversible oxidative
damage to cellular components such as the cell wall, cell membrane, proteins, and nucleic acids of
the bacteria (Cabiscol et al., 2000). The microbial contamination at the surface of the eggs is one
of the challenges to maintain food safety. The eggs are exposed to numerous microorganisms when
they are first laid in the nest (Mine et al., 2003). Excessive microbial contamination of the outer
eggshell is not only a problem for food safety (Cox et al., 2000) but also a cause of reduced
hatchability in breeder hens (Scott et al., 1993). In one experiment, Svobodová et al. (2015)
compared the effects of blue, green, red, and yellow light in enriched poultry houses with top,
middle and bottom floor tires, on the total microbial contamination, as well as, E. coli and
Enterococcus contamination of eggshells. The result of the experiment reported a lower total
microbial contamination in eggshells from the upper floor with blue light, and higher rates of
microbial contamination were found with yellow light from the middle floor. Looking specifically
into E. coli, higher rates of E. coli contamination were found in eggs laid on the middle floor with
yellow light (Svobodová et al., 2015). Similarly, the concentration of Enterococcus was found to
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be minimal in the upper floor under yellow light. One of the possible reasons for higher
contamination in yellow and blue light might be because of increase locomotory activity of the
birds in these lights (Svobodová et al., 2015). Although the data were inconclusive due to high
levels of dustiness in the house, it underlines how easily microbial contamination can spread in a
cage-free system through aerial dust and how difficult it can be to control the microbial
contamination even with advanced lighting facilities.
1.8
1.8.1

PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTION
GROWTH

Growth is the measure of body weight gain. Appropriate body growth in the pullet phase is
essential for prolific commercial layer production. In a recent study, laying hens exposed to green,
blue, red, and white LED lights from 1 to 53 weeks of age had uniform growth amongst the
experimental light until 23 weeks of age. However, after 23 weeks of age, birds exposed to green
light had higher body weight (Baxter et al., 2014). In another experiment, White Leghorns from
72 to 82 weeks of age that were exposed to a red LED had higher body weight gain as compared
to birds that were exposed to normal white LED lights (Reddy et al., 2012). The higher body
weight in older laying hens was attributed to the heavier weight of reproductive organs (Reddy et
al., 2012). Higher body weight has also been observed in broilers from 3 to 20 days of age that
were exposed to green and blue lights as compared to red and normal light (Rozenboim et al.,
1999). The accelerated growth was attributed to the higher proliferation of muscle satellite cells in
birds that were exposed to green and blue light (Rozenboim et al., 1999). Furthermore, to
determine the optimum lighting spectrum for growth, a combination of two monochromatic lights
were tested in one study. The various combinations of light tested in the trial were: starting with
green and switching to blue at 10 days of age, starting with green and switching to blue at 20 days
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of age, and starting with blue and switching to green in the same pattern as previous treatments.
The results indicated that body weight gain was highest when birds were raised under green light
for 10 days and then switched to blue light (Rozenboim et al., 2004). One of the possible
explanations for this result is the effect of light on growth may be age-related. However, based on
previous research, there is scant information about pullets from the first week of age up to peak
production, or beyond that to derive any conclusion about the effect of spectrum of light and
growth of laying hens.
1.8.2

EGG PRODUCTION
In commercial poultry farms, the onset of sexual maturity is enhanced by increasing the

photoperiod in the commercial laying hens (Sharp, 2005). Light can affect egg production by
regulating the neuropeptides and gonadal hormones in the laying hen (Benoit, 1964; Pyrzak et al.,
1987). Researchers have shown that exposing birds to red light during the pullet phase can enhance
the onset of first lay (Min et al., 2012; Baxter et al., 2014). Laying hens kept under red light not
only started to lay eggs earlier but also had higher egg production than birds kept in white or green
light (Huber-Eicher et al., 2013; Baxter et al., 2014). Similar results with red light have been
observed in pigeons (Wang et al., 2015) and Japanese quails (Woodard et al., 1969) when
compared with blue, green, and white light. On the other hand, birds that were exposed to a shorter
wavelength of light, such as green light, delayed the start of production when compared to red light
(Huber-Eicher et al., 2013; Baxter et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Furthermore, exposing birds to the
longer wavelength of light such as red light resulted in significantly higher egg production in the
first cycle (Pyrzak et al., 1987) as well as in the second cycle (Pyrzak et al., 1987; Reddy et al.,
2012). The reason for earlier and higher egg production in red light, when compared to green light
or white light, might be the stimulatory effect of red light in commercial layers (Er et al., 2007;
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Liu et al., 2018), and native breeds of chicken (Gongruttananun, 2011; Li et al., 2014) as well as
in broiler breeders (Mobarkey et al., 2010, 2013). In contrast, green light has shown to suppress
reproduction (Mobarkey et al., 2013). A recent study done in broiler breeders found that when the
serotonin pathway is blocked in birds exposed to green light, the reproductive potential is restored
(Mobarkey et al., 2013). In another study, a drop in egg production was observed in birds that were
exposed to green light, but it did not show a decline in production in red light and white light
(Baxter et al., 2014). Even when a control, in the breed Smoky Joe, which is a genetically blind
bloodline of chicken, was placed in green light, it showed a decline in production as compared to
red light. The results also demonstrated that retinal stimulation is not necessary for stimulation of
egg production (Baxter et al., 2014).
1.8.3

EGG QUALITY
It is important to consider the effect light can have on egg weight when considering the

various spectrum of light. Birds reared in red light have shown to have heavier eggs, but lower
eggshell breaking strength as compared to birds raised under green and blue lights (Li et al., 2014).
In contradiction, research has also reported that white light and blue light yielded heavier eggs
(Pyrzak et al., 1987; Min et al., 2012). Another study compared the egg weight of birds reared in
white, blue, and red LEDs in hens of age group 41 to 50 weeks and found higher egg weight in
birds raised in blue LED (Min et al., 2012). The study by Li et al., (2014) also found that the red
light had improved the hatchability of the fertilized eggs. It has been shown that a longer
wavelength of light can stimulate the hypothalamus and the reproductive organ of the laying hen
(Sharp, 2005; Reddy et al., 2012). Therefore, the stimulation of the hypothalmo-pituitary-gonadal
(HPG) axis results in a surge of the reproductive hormones, which increases egg production, as
well as egg size, when compared to those reared under white and green (Pyrzak et al., 1987; Baxter
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et al., 2014). Lower production in green light may be due to the inhibition of reproductive activity
in birds (Mobarkey et al., 2010; Sultana et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). Green light, however, has
shown to improve the breaking strength of the egg, which might be aided by longer periods of rest
between the lays (Li et al., 2014). The effects of the combination of light in production and
behavior are still not widely described in the previous literature. With conflicting results, it is
difficult to conclude which spectrum of light is optimum for egg weight and shell quality.
Therefore, further research needs to be done with laying hens from their pullet phase to peak
production as well as beyond to find the role of the optimum spectrum of light on production and
egg quality in hens.
1.9

CONCLUSION
In recent years, with the discovery of new and efficient lighting technology, the wavelength

of light has been an interest of many researchers. It has been proven that the wavelength of light
can affect the behavior (Sultana et al., 2013; Archer, 2019) and production performance of laying
hens (Manser, 1996; Reddy et al., 2012; Baxter et al., 2014). Light-emitting -diode is an improved
light delivery technology that provides better energy efficiency, longer lifespan, and the ability to
select a spectrum of light. Light-emitting diodes were not feasible in the previous light system.
However, now LEDs are becoming more accessible. Thus, it is necessary to further study the
performance of the modern genetics of chicken under LED light system (Archer, 2018)
Considerable progress is being made for the welfare of the birds in these systems. Red light
has shown to reduce stress and improve the overall well-being of the birds (Archer, 2019).
Additionally, red light can stimulate hypothalamic photoreceptors and reproduction in birds
(Lewis and Morris, 2000a). On the other hand, it is also clear that blue light can promote growth
and minimize locomotory activity in birds (Prayitno and Phillips, 1997; Sultana et al., 2013;
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Hassan et al., 2014). Currently, the interest of this study is to investigate the possibility of utilizing
a blue spectrum of light during the pullet phase and the red spectrum in the production phase in a
continuous photoperiod to enhance the growth and production of Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen. The
objectives of this research were:
1. To determine the effect of blue-LED in the pullet phase and red-LED in the layer phase with
respect to growth, hormonal profile and production performance (Hen-day egg production) of
Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen and compare it with normal LED.
2. To determine the effect of monochromatic blue light in the pullet phase and monochromatic
red light in the layer phase in the behavior and stress response of Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen.
3. To evaluate the prevalence of avian pathogenic Escherichia coli (APEC) in cage-free HyLine® W-36 birds reared under monochromatic blue light during the pullet phase and
monochromatic red light in the laying phase.
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Table 1.1
Low
(lux)

Summary of the effect of various light intensity and its effect observed in laying
hen

intensity High
(lux)

intensity Response

Reference

1.1

220

Enlarged eyes in low and high (Siopes et al.,
intensity
1984)

3

15

Reduced feed intake in low (Gordon, 1989)
intensity

5

10

Optimum for laying hen

10

22

Aggressive behavior
intensity

17 - 22

55 - 80

Fear response in low intensity, (Hughes
and
Increased pecking in high Black, 1974)
intensity

1-6 (2- 8 wk)

3-11 (2- 8 wk)

3-11 (8- 20 wk)

11-44 (8- 20 wk)

Pecking
intensity

19
50

in

high

(Appleby et al.,
1992)

increased

in

high (Hughes
and
Duncan, 1972)

220

Leg abnormalities
intensity

in

high (Davis
and
Siopes, 1985)

500

Increased feather pecking in high (Martin, 1989)
intensity
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Table 1.2

Summary of research on photoperiod and its effect on broilers, layers, and turkey

Photoperiod

Response

Reference

24L:0D

Enlarged eye, thick choroid layer

(Ashton et al., 1973)

24L:0D

Ocular enlargement, faster growth

(Whitley et al., 1984)

23L:1D

Reduced mortality, improved performance

(Classen et al., 1991)

6-20L:18-4D

Improved weight gain, reduced leg abnormalities, reduced (Classen et al., 1991; Classen, 2004)
mortality

16L:8D

Improved weight gain, reduced mortality

(Classen, 2004)

0 L:24D

Buphthalmos, reduced growth

(Whitley et al., 1985)
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Table 1.3

The summary table of various research done with different experimental light regimes and their finding in laying hens

Experimental light

Light intensity

Test Parameters

Findings

Reference

Blue, green, red, sunlight, 3.6
×
103 Sexual
maturity, Blue, green, red higher egg (Pyrzak et al.,
fluorescent
and photon/cm/sec
Bodyweight, abdominal fat
production
1987)
incandescent
(18 lux)*
High frequency and low 14 lux*
frequency CFL

Behavioral

Low frequency did not affect (Widowski and
hen walfare
Duncan, 1996)

Mini-fluorescent, green, 25 lux (mini- Egg
production,
feed Infrared had the lowest egg (Rozenboim et
red, infrared LED
Fluorescent), 2 consumption, egg quality
production
al., 1998)
lux (LED)
Various wavelength and 254.4 to 0.7 lux
intensity of light

Retinal response, production

Various photoperiod

-

Expression for type
iodothyronine and GnRH

White light

-

Expression of GnIH

Melatonin
increases
expression of GnIH

Egg production and quality

Blue light had highest egg (Er et al., 2007)
production; egg quality was
best in red light

Red,
blue,
incandescent

green, 15 lux
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External photostimulation can (Lewis
and
be achieved by a longer Morris, 2000)
wavelength of light

2 Longer photoperiod increases (Sharp, 2005)
expression of GnRH
the (Ubuka et al.,
2005)

Table 1.3 (continued)
Experimental light

Light intensity

Test Parameters

Findings

Green, red, blue and 15 lux
white light

Melatonin, FSH, LH

Highest melatonin secretion (Jin et al., 2011)
was observed in green light;
lowest in blue light

Red LED and normal 25 lux
spectrum LED

GnRH, FSH,
production,

Incandescent,
blue, red (LED)

Bodyweight
production

white, 20 lux

LH,

gain,

Reference

egg Red LED had higher levels of (Reddy
reproductive hormones, lower 2012)
pause days and higher egg
production

et

al.,

egg Red light produced higher (Min et al., 2012)
number of eggs, matured
earlier: egg weight was higher
in blue light

LED- Red, blue, green, 25 lux
yellow

Behavior, stress

Blue light showed reduced (Sultana et al.,
locomotion and improved 2013)
weight gain

Red, green, and white

Growth, reproduction, stress

Red
LED
stimulates (Baxter
reproduction. Green LED 2014)
ineffective
to
stimulate
reproduction

10 lux

LED- Red, green, blue 20 lux
and white

et

al.,

Egg production, egg weight, Egg production was highest in (Hassan et al.,
egg weight, feed intake, feed red; Preaching was reduced in 2014)
conversion and egg quality
red and moment was less in
blues
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Table 1.3 (continued)
Experimental light

Intensity

Test Parameters

Findings

Reference

LED- Blue, green, red 15 lux
and white

Sexual
maturity,
body
weight, egg production, egg
quality, fertility, Luteinizing,
and follicular stimulating
hormones

Blue, green, red, white 15 (lumens/watt)
light

Egg production, fertility, and Laying rate was highest in red (Wang
birth rate
light
2015)

NextGen LED and CFL

Growth, feed conversion, Feed conversion, well-being (Archer, 2015)
stress, fear, organ
was better in LED

LED
light

and

20 to 5 lux

fluorescent 5 to 9 lux

Red light had heaviest eggs (Li et al., 2014)
and highest fertility; Blue light
had heavier birds; green light
had better egg quality
et

Egg production, egg quality, Feed conversion was lower in (Long et
feed conversion ratio, feather fluorescent light; other results 2016b)
uniformity
were comparable

al.,

al.,

Dim to red, Dim to Blue 25-15 lux
LED, white Florescent
light

Feed intake, egg production, Lower egg production in (Liu et al., 2018)
egg quality
fluorescent light in 30-33
week compared to others

Red and white LED

Behavior,
stress,
egg Birds in red light had less (Archer, 2019)
production, tonic immobility, stress
H/L ratio

40 lux

* Conversion was done for photon values (µmoles/m2/second) and foot candles to lux was done using Environmental Growth
Chamber® website and Plant Growth Chamber Handbook (1997)
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CHAPTER II
THE EFFECT OF MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT ON THE GROWTH, PRODUCTION, EGG
QUALITY, BEHAVIOUR AND HORMONE CONCENTRATION OF HY-LINE®
W-36 LAYING HENS
2.1

ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to investigate the effect of blue and red light-emitting diode (LED)

on performance, behavior, egg quality, and hormonal status of pullets and laying hens. A total of
1,000 Hy-Line® W-36 birds were raised in a cage-free housing system consisting of two identical
groups under two lighting systems (blue-LED from 1 to 17 weeks of age and red-LED from 18 to
31 weeks of age. The data were analyzed as a randomized complete block with split-plot in time
design, where year was a blocking factor, room was considered as a main plot factor and weeks
were considered as a split plot factor. Bodyweight was recorded every 2 weeks in the pullet phase
and every month after birds started laying. Egg production was recorded daily. Egg quality, organ
weight, tonic immobility (TI), heterophil lymphocyte ratio, serum corticosterone, luteinizing
hormone, melatonin, and bone parameters were analyzed every month once egg production started.
The results revealed that birds in the blue-LED had a significantly higher body weight during the
pullet phase from 1 to 18 weeks of age (P=0.049). Higher relative egg yolk percentage was
observed in the red-LED (P=0.043) with a lower relative albumen percentage (P=0.015) as
compared to the normal-LED light. Lower relative spleen weight was observed in the red-LED as
compared to the normal-LED (P=0.027). There was no difference between the light treatment with
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respect to egg production, brain weight, tonic immobility, hormone concentration and bone weight.
Exposing birds to blue-LED light in the pullet phase can increase the body weight and initiate early
laying in hens. However, heavier body weight at the start of production has been associated with
larger eggs throughout the lifespan of birds, more feed consumption and decreased longevity.
Therefore, it is difficult to conclude that exposing birds to blue-LED in the pullet phase for
improved growth would have a beneficial effect on overall egg production.
2.2

INTRODUCTION
Light is necessary for growth, development, and production performance of the laying hen.

In the early 1930s, the main focus of research in poultry lighting was photoperiod and light
intensity (Lewis and Morris, 2000; Liu et al., 2018). With the discovery of new efficient lighting
technology, the wavelength of light has been an interest to many researchers. It has been proven
that the wavelength of light can affect the behavior and performance of layers (Manser, 1996).
Light-emitting-diode (LED) has improved light delivery technology by providing better energy
efficiency, longer lifespan of bulbs, and the ability to select a spectrum of light. Thus, LED has
been extensively researched to enhance the performance of the new generation of laying hen
(Archer, 2018).
In the past, experiments have exposed poultry to various kinds of light sources and studied
their effects on growth and production. Different wavelengths of light also seem to play a role in
regulating the physiology of the bird. Wavelength has the potential to promote growth and egg
production, as well as reduce stress, increase fertility, and improve the quality of the eggs (Li et
al., 2014). In addition, it has been shown that the wavelength of light can affect the behavior of the
laying hen (Sultana et al., 2013; Archer, 2019). Laying hens kept under red light not only started
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to lay eggs earlier but also had higher egg production than birds kept in white or green light (HuberEicher et al., 2013; Baxter et al., 2014). Similar results have been observed in pigeons (Wang et
al., 2007) and Japanese quail (Woodard et al., 1969) when compared with blue, green and white
light. Longer wavelengths of light, like red light, can penetrate the skull and stimulate
hypothalamic photoreceptors and reproduction in birds (Lewis and Morris, 2000). Exposing birds
to the longer wavelengths of light like red light resulted in significantly higher egg production in
the first cycle (Pyrzak et al., 1987) as well as in the second cycle (Pyrzak et al., 1987; Reddy et al.,
2012). Archer (2019) found that caged White Leghorns, from 42 to 72 weeks of age, exposed to
red-LED had lower plasma corticosterone levels, lower heterophil to lymphocyte ration and
composite asymmetry score as compared to white-LED, indicating that red-LED can lower stress
susceptibility of commercial laying hens.
Baxter et al., (2014) observed that laying hens exposed to green, blue, red, and white-LED
lights from 1 to 53 weeks of age had uniform growth amongst the experimental lights until 23
weeks of age. However, after 23 weeks of age, birds exposed to green light had higher body weight.
In another experiment, White Leghorn from 72 to 82 weeks of age that were exposed to red-LED
had higher body weight gain as compared to birds that were exposed to white-LED (Reddy et al.,
2012). The higher body weight in older laying hens was attributed to the heavier weight of
reproductive organs (Reddy et al., 2012). It is also shown that blue light can promote growth and
minimize locomotory activity in birds (Prayitno and Phillips, 1997; Sultana et al., 2013; Hassan et
al., 2014). Thus, several previous studies have shown that that blue light can promote growth,
improve immunity, and reduce mortality while red light can enhance egg production. While such
studies have investigated the activity of various colors of LED lights on body weight, reproductive
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performance and behavior of laying hens have been undertaken. Those studies have been
conducted using only individual lights, meaning only either blue or red in their lifetime. Therefore,
there has been a lack of research with the combination of blue-LED during the pullet phase and
then switching to red-LED in the laying phase. To fulfill the gap, this study has investigated the
possibility of utilizing a blue spectrum of light during the pullet phase and the red spectrum in the
production phase in a continuous photoperiod to enhance the growth and production of Hy-Line®
W-36 laying hen. We hypothesized that hens reared under experimental light (first blue-LED and
then red-LED) would increase egg production and lower stress and fear response as compared to
a normal-LED light used in poultry farms. The major objectives of this study were 1. to determine
the effect of blue-LED light in the pullet phase and red-LED light in the layer phase with respect
to growth, reproductive hormonal concentration, and production performance (hen day egg
production) of Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen and compare it with normal-LED and 2. to determine
the effect of blue-LED light in the pullet phase and red-LED light in the layer phase in the behavior
and stress response of Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen.
2.3

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted at Mississippi State University’s Poultry Research Unit,

Mississippi State, Mississippi, and all procedures complied with the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee authorization number, IACUC-18-372.
2.3.1

ANIMALS AND HUSBANDRY
Birds used in this experiment were Hy-Line® W-36 birds (N=1000). The experiment

involved 2 treatments and 2 trials that resulted in 2 identical experiments for replication. Two
separate rooms 8.83 m × 4.26 m (length × width). Chicks were wing-banded at the beginning of
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the study. The management and feeding procedures were similar between those rooms except for
the light treatment. Feed and water were provided ad libitum, and feed was formulated according
to Hy-Line® Management Guide (2019). Forty nest boxes of 30.48 cm × 30.48 × cm 33.03 cm
(length × width × height) were placed in the middle of each room. Scratchpad were placed in all
these nest boxes. The stocking density at the beginning of the trial was 1.6 square foot per bird
both rooms. The rooms were identical in all aspects except for the light treatment used. Care was
taken to prevent outside light from entering the room. Black plastic curtains were placed on the
open side to make them light tight. A ventilation fan was placed to circulate the air. Air temperature
and humidity were measured daily in both rooms to ensure the optimum conditions were provided.
To ensure that temperature and environmental factors were similar for the replicate, the experiment
was started at the same time of the year. Furthermore, tissue sampling and other variables were
also measured during the same time frame, a year later, for the replicate. The feed was formulated
as per the Hy-Line® Managemental Guideline, as elaborated in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.
2.3.2

LIGHTING TREATMENT
One of the rooms was fitted with four normal-LED bulbs (Overdrive®, 6 W, 3000K, 120

V, 60Hz, 55mA, 520 lumens) lights and was given a light and darkness schedule as per the HyLine® Management Guide and in another room 4 experimental light bulbs were fitted to give a
continuous 24 hour period of light. The experimental LED in this study was Xiant LEDTM lights
(Xiant Technologies, Greeley, CO). The experimental light was blue-LED from 1 to 17 weeks of
age and red-LED from 18 to 31 weeks of age. To investigate the effect of the experimental LED
lights, 2-time replication was performed. Furthermore, to control any effect the room might have
on the birds, the LED lights were exchanged between the two rooms after completion of the first
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part of the experiment. The light fixture was connected to an Automatic DimmerTM (Precision
Lighting System Inc. Hot Spring, AR) and controlled by Platinum JuniorTM (Rotem® Control &
Management, Israel). Each room was illuminated with either the experimental LED or the normalLED. The light intensity in each room was measured with a LM-200 LED Light MeterTM
(Amprobe®). The light intensity during bird placement at bird’s eye level was 2.0 and 30 lux, in
the experimental LED and normal-LED rooms, respectively.
2.3.3

MEASUREMENT AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES
Sampling was done every 4 weeks from 18 to 30 weeks of age. All the blood collection for

the first phase of the trial was performed in the afternoon from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM, and for the
second phase, blood collection was done from 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM. Blood was collected through
vein puncture using a 3 ml disposable Luer-LokTM Tip syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) with a
22G disposable hypodermic needle (Exel International, Quebec, CA). One drop of blood was
placed on a clean glass slide and a blood smear was made immediately. The smear was left to dry
for 5 minutes before staining (Gemisa and White stain). The remaining blood was then transferred
to 5 ml vacutainer (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) and was kept for 30 minutes at room temperature to
coagulate. The vacutainers were then centrifuged at 3000 rpm at -40C for 10 mins to extract clear
serum. Once the serum was collected, it was stored in a sterile cryovial and then stored at -200C
until analyzed.
2.3.3.1

PERFORMANCE
Body weight was recorded every 2 weeks during the pullet phase (1 to 18 weeks) with the

weight of 20 random birds recorded each time. During the laying phase, body weight was recorded
every month, with 6 random birds from each room being weighed from 22 to 31 weeks of age.
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Eggs were counted and collected daily at 8:30 AM and 3:30 PM. All the eggs were
collected in a half an hour window. Mortality records were maintained throughout the
experimental period.
2.3.3.2

EGG QUALITY
The internal egg quality and eggshell quality was measured at 22, 26 and 30 weeks of age.

Out of a total of 120 eggs, 60 eggs were collected on day 1 for egg quality analysis (30 eggs from
each treatment), and the remaining 60 eggs were collected on day 2 for eggshell breaking strength
(EBS). For egg quality analysis, eggs that were randomly collected from each room were analyzed
for egg weight (EW), specific gravity (SG), albumen height (AH), Haugh unit (HU), yolk weight
(YW), eggshell thickness (EST), shell weight (SW), and percent shell weight (PSW). The SG was
measured by submerging the eggs in ascending order of saltwater solution with a predetermined
specific gravity (Peebles and McDaniel, 2013). Haugh unit was calculated by breaking a fresh egg
on a level flat surface, calculating the albumen height using the TSS QCD apparatus (Technical
Services and Supplies Ltd, York, England) and corresponding it with the egg weight. Immediately
after breaking the eggs for internal egg quality, the eggshells were collected and washed with clean
water to remove all the adhering albumen. The cleaned eggshells were dried at room temperature
for two consecutive days and eggshell weight and eggshell thickness were recorded. The shell
weight and shell thickness were measured with intact shell membranes. To calculate the percent
shell weight, SW was divided by EW times 100. Eggshell thickness was measured at three different
sites on the eggshell equator using the Ames micrometer™ (B.C. Ames Incorporated, MA), after
which the average reading of the three measurements was recorded.
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Similarly, to evaluate EBS, another 60 eggs (30 eggs from each treatment) were weighed
and EBS was measured using an Instron Universal Testing Machine model 3345 (Instron Inc.,
Norwood, MA) with a crosshead speed of 20 mm/min using a 100 N load cell and 35 mm
compression device as a probe (Clerici et al., 2006). The breaking force was analyzed in kilogramforce (KgF) using bluehill software (Instron Inc., Norwood, MA).
2.3.3.3

HORMONAL ANALYSIS
Serum hormone concentrations of corticosterone, melatonin, and luteinizing hormone (LH)

were determined using an ELISA assay for samples collected at 18, 22, 26, and 30 weeks of age
according to the manufacturer’s protocol and validated for avian serum (My BioSource, San
Diego, CA). Duplicate 100 μl volumes of standard and experimental samples were loaded into
specific Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) plate wells pre-coated with capture
antibody and were then incubated at 37℃ for 90 min. Plates were washed 2 times with wash
solution (50 mM Tris-buffered saline, 0.14 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 8.0) and 100 μl of
biotinylated chicken hormone antibody were added to each well and plates were incubated at 37℃
for 60 min. Plates were washed 3 times with wash solution and 100 μl of enzyme-conjugate liquid
were added to each well to initiate a Tetramethylbenzidine substrate color reaction. The reactant
was thoroughly washed off using Phosphate-buffered saline or tris-buffered saline. Plates were
incubated at 37℃ for 30 min, and they were washed 5 times with wash solution. A 100 μl volume
of color reagent was then added to each well to produce a blue color in each sample. Samples were
then incubated in a dark incubator at 37℃ for 30 min. Finally, the color of each sample changed
from blue to yellow under the action of a 100 μl volume of stop solution. Optical density (OD) at
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450 nm (OD450) for melatonin, corticosterone, and LH was measured with a SpectraMax M5
Microplate Reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA).
2.3.3.4

TONIC IMMOBILITY MEASUREMENT
Tonic immobility (TI) was measured at 18, 22, 26, and 30 weeks of age. Six birds

from each experiment were examined for their TI response. To measure the TI, a wooden cradle
measuring 32 cm length × 21 cm width × 27 cm height with a black cloth to cover the sides was
used (Mahboub et al., 2004). Tonic immobility was recorded on the same day for both rooms from
14:00 to 16:00 hours every time. To induce the TI, birds were placed inside the cradle and a hand
was placed on the sternum to calm the birds for 15 seconds (s). A stopwatch was used to measure
the time it took for the bird to recover from dorsal recumbency position to standing on its feet
again. The minimum and maximum acceptable time scores were set at 15 and 480 s, respectively,
to be recorded as a valid run. In case the bird stood on its feet before 10 s, the bird was restrained,
and the procedure was repeated. On the other hand, if the bird did not stand even after 480 s, the
maximum score was recorded for that bird (Archer, 2019).
2.3.3.5

HETEROPHIL/ LYMPHOCYTE RATIO MEASUREMENT
Blood smears were made from blood samples collected during 18, 22, 26 and 30 weeks of

age immediately after blood collection. All the blood smear samples were duplicated for each bird.
One drop was placed on a clear Superfrost® microscope slide (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
The smear was made with the canted end of another slide. The blood smears were dried for 5 mins
at room temperature and stained with Wright-Giemsa Stain (Fisherbrand®, Waltham, MA).
Heterophils and lymphocytes were counted under a Laxco™ SeBa™ Digital microscope (Laxco
Inc, Mill Creek, WA) at 40× magnification until a total of 100 cells per slide was achieved. H/L
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ratio was obtained by dividing the number of heterophil by the number of lymphocytes on each
slide.
2.3.3.6

ORGAN AND TISSUE SAMPLING
A total of 96 birds (six per experimental unit × two experiment unit × eight time point)

were randomly selected and euthanized using carbon dioxide asphyxiation during 18, 22, 26, and
30 weeks of age. The entire brain, including the hypothalamus and pituitary, was excised by
cutting through the supraoccipital bone and exposing the cranial cavity to access the brain. Once
the brain was removed from the cranial cavity, it was weighed. Similarly, spleen was also
removed and weighed during the organ sampling.
2.3.3.7

TIBIAL MEASUREMENTS
The right tibia from each hen was excised and preserved in an individually plastic bag to

prevent moisture loss and stored at -20°C until further analysis. Storage of wet bones at -20°C has
been reported to have no effect on bone qualities (Sedlin, 1965). Later, the muscles, ligaments,
and tendons surrounding the tibia were removed. The fibula attached to the tibia head was not
removed. After removing the tissues, bones were weighed, and their length, width and diameter
were measured using a Vernier caliper. The length accuracy was within the range of 0.001 mm
and the weighing accuracy was within 0.001 mg. The tibial length (TL) was measured from the
dorsal intercondylar eminence to the distal end of the tibia. The diameter was measured from the
diaphysis of the tibia, 1 inch from the distal end using a Vernier caliper.
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2.3.4

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data were analyzed using the PROC GLM procedure of SAS 9.4 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC).

The data were analyzed as a randomized complete block with split-plot in time design, where year
was a blocking factor, room was considered as a main plot factor, and weeks were considered as a
split plot factor. Body weight, relative organ weight, internal egg quality, eggshell quality,
hormonal concentration, H/L ratio, and tonic immobility were analyzed using the following
statistical model:
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛿𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑘 + 𝜏𝑗 + (𝛼𝜏)𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

( 2.1)

Here, 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 denotes the independent observation for light type 𝑖 in two year 𝑗 at 𝑘 weeks of
age during sampling. In this model, each room was considered as an experimental unit. Where, 𝜇
is the overall mean; 𝛼𝑖 is the effect of light, 𝛿𝑘 is the effect of year and 𝛿𝑘 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛿2 ); 𝜀𝑖𝑘 is the
error term between light type and year such that 𝜀𝑖𝑘 ~𝑁 (0, 𝜎𝜀2 ) ; 𝜏𝑗 is the age effect. Similarly,
(𝛼𝜏)𝑖𝑗 is the interaction effect of light and age ; 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the sample error with 𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑘 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 ); 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
is the sampling error within groups, such that 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 ). To compare the HDEP, the same
model was used except for the sampling error term since the entire room (250 birds) was used to
calculate HDEP. Light treatment was selected as a main plot factor, week as a split plot factor and
year was treated as a random factor. A P-value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant unless otherwise
noted. Fisher’s Protected LSD was used to separate the means amongst the treatments.
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2.4
2.4.1

RESULTS
PERFORMANCE
Birds exposed to the red-LED started to lay at the mean age of 121.5 d compared to 133.5

d for the normal light. Although the birds in the red-LED started to lay numerically earlier
(P=0.117) in both the years, there was no significant difference (P=0.775) between the red-LED
and normal-LED with respect to hen day egg production (HDEP) until 31 weeks of age as
displayed in Table 2.3. The average HDEP was 65.71 in normal-LED and 64.04 in red-LED. The
egg production of the normal-LED and red-LED is also shown in Figure 1.1. The production was
comparable to the Hy-Line® W-36 breed guidelines. By the 30th week, the red-LED had almost
similar HDEP to normal LED; the average production in normal-LED was 93.43 and red-LED was
96.12.
In our experiment, we observed the main effect of light (P≤0.001) as well as age on bird
weight (P=0.049) from 1 to 18 weeks of age (Table 2.4). However, the body weights were only
different with respect to age (P≤0.001) but not between two light treatments (P=0.828) from 18 to
30 weeks of age. Birds weighed during day 1 of placement under blue-LED and normal-LED had
an average weight of 37.27gm and 37.38gm, respectively. Towards the end of 18 weeks of age,
the average bird weight in the blue-LED light was 1244.33gm and normal-LED was 1159.70gm.
Similarly, towards the end of 31 weeks of age, the average weight of birds in red-LED was
1463.18gm and normal-LED was 1447.89gm. Mortality was 8% in blue-LED and 6.4% in the
normal-LED in the pullet phase. Similarly, mortality was 0.87% in red-LED and no mortality was
observed in the normal-LED during the layer phase. The mortality in both the rooms were 7.65%
throughout the experiment period.
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2.4.2

EGG QUALITY
Various egg quality parameters are shown in table 2.4. Red-LED significantly decreased

the albumen percentage in the egg (P=0.015) but the percentage was not affected by the age of the
hen (P=0.2129). Lower albumen percentage of 67.05% was found in the red-LED as compared to
68.25% in normal light. Similarly, yolk percentage was higher in the experimental red-LED as
compared to normal-LED (P=0.043). Yolk percentage of 23.37% was observed in the red-LED as
compared to 22.49% in the normal light. However, the yolk percentage was not affected by age
(P=0.120). Yolk weight was not influenced by light type (P=0.476) but influenced by age
(P=0.004). Higher yolk weights were observed at 26 (13.19gm) and 30 weeks of age (14.17gm).
Lowest yolk weight of 11.49gm was found at 22 weeks of age. Haugh unit was not affected by
either the light (P=0.855) or the age of the hen (P=0.525).
The egg weight was not affected by the red LED treatment (P=0.844). The main effect of
age was observed with respect to egg weight (P=0.012) as displayed in Table 2.5. Lowest egg
weight of 53.94gm was observed at 22 weeks of age as compared to 57.67gm and 58.30gm at 26
and 30 weeks of age, respectively. Light treatment or age of the hens did not influence the egg
specific gravity (P=0.242). Similarly, light treatment did not affect the eggshell percentage
(P=0.171). Although a numerically higher eggshell percentage was detected in the red-LED
(9.57%) as compared to normal-LED (9.25%), the percentage was not influenced by the age of the
birds(P=0.173). Eggshell thickness was not influenced by the light treatment (P=0.278) or the age
of the hen (P=0.503). Eggshell breaking strength was not influenced by the light treatment
(P=0.986) or by the age of the hen (P=0.127).
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2.4.3

ORGAN WEIGHT
Red-LED negatively influenced relative spleen weight in the birds (P=0.027; Table 2.6).

Lower relative spleen percentage of 0.12% was found in the red-LED as compared to 0.13% in
normal-LED. Similarly, relative spleen weight significantly decreased as the birds aged (P<0.001),
the relative spleen weight was highest at 18 (0.18%) followed by 22 (0.13%), 26 (0.09%) and 30
(0.07%) weeks of age, respectively. Relative brain weight was not affected by either light
(P=0.704) or age (P=0.148).
2.4.4

HORMONAL PROFILE
In our experiment, we found that serum melatonin levels were not influenced by the light

treatment (P=0.717) or by the age of the birds (P=0.329). Numerically, mean serum melatonin
levels were 86.15 pg/ml in the red-LED and 95.44 pg/ml in the normal-LED. Serum LH levels
were not affected by light (P=0.520) or age of the birds (P=0.580). The mean serum LH
concentration in the red-LED was 14.50 pg/ml and 11.57 pg/ml in the normal-LED. Similarly,
mean serum corticosterone levels were not affected by light (P=0.700) or age (P=0.356). Birds in
the normal light room had a mean serum corticosterone concentration of 125.58 ng/ml compared
to 101.83 ng/ml in the experimental light room. The mean serum hormonal concentrations are
displayed in Table 2.7.
2.4.5

TONIC IMMOBILITY AND HETEROPHIL/LYMPHOCYTE RATIO
Tonic immobility and H/L ratio data are shown in Table 2.8. The results indicated that

there was no effect of light treatment (P=0.321) or interaction of light treatment on age (P=0.674)
on TI. The tonic immobility score of 160.98 s was observed in the red-LED as compared to 133.58
s in normal-LED light. Also, the younger hens had numerically higher TI score (213.04 s at 18 wk
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of age) compared to the older hens (103.8 s at 30 wk of age). There was no significant effect of
light treatment (P=0.544), age of birds (P=0.615) or their interaction (P=0.683) on H/L ratio. The
H/L ratio in the red-LED was 0.51 and normal-LED was 0.50. Although we did not run an analysis
on the bird behavior data, it was observed that birds in the experimental light (both blue-LED and
red-LED) did not follow perching behavior as in the normal-LED room in both the years.
2.4.6

TIBIA BONE PARAMETERS
Tibial length, diameter and weight data are presented in Table 2.9. Tibial length was not

significantly affected by the light (P=0.590), age (P=0.074) or their interaction (P=0.511). Tibial
diameter was not affected by the light treatment (P=0.843), age (P=0.543) or their interaction
(P=0.849). Similarly, tibial weight was also not affected by the light treatment (P=0.100), age
(P=0.563) or their interaction (P=0.797).
2.5
2.5.1

DISCUSSION
EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON PERFORMANCE
Experiments have shown that use of red light can enhance the onset of lay by one day

(Baxter et al., 2014) and 5 days (Min et al., 2012) as compared to normal light. The birds kept
under the red-LED in our study started to lay at 17 weeks of age, during the same time at which
the normal-LED birds were given photo-stimulation. The expected time for the birds to start laying
was at 18 weeks of age when the birds reach 1.23kg body weight (Hy-Line®, 2019). Baxter et al.,
(2014) also observed that White Leghorn hens exposed to red and normal light came into lay earlier
than birds exposed to green light. However, Baxter et al., (2015) reported that when birds were
placed in floor pens, red light did not influence the onset of lay. Although the author does not
explain why birds in floor pen did not react to the red-LED as same as the cage hen. The possible
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reason behind the inconsistent results between the rearing system could be in the genes of these
commercial hens. It is possible that, due to the genetic selection process, the commercial layers
have been adapted to caged environment and keeping then in a cage free system may add additional
variation leading to inconsistent results. In our experiment we have found that cage-free hens
reared under blue and then red-LED light had earlier onset of lay, by as much as 2 weeks, compared
to normal-LED.
Some studies comparing White Leghorn pullets (Schumaier et al., 1968) and Hy-Line®
W-36 pullets (Liu et al., 2018b) have reported comparable growth results with red, blue, green and
white fluorescent light (Schumaier et al., 1968) and CFL light bulbs (Liu et al., 2018) until 20
weeks of age. One of the possible explanations for the earlier maturity might be that commercial
strains do not rely only on photoperiodic signals to initiate the onset of egg production. Previous
study has also found that White Leghorns can start to lay when the body weight reaches around
1.357 kg at 24 weeks of age, thereby showing a positive correlation between body weight and start
of lay (Dunnington and Siegel, 1984). The commercial strains now can reach that weight much
earlier. Commercial breeds of layers, such as Lohmann Brown-lite, also started to lay when they
reach a weight of 1.3-1.4 kg at 20 weeks of age (Lohmann Tierzucht, 2017). During our
experiment, we observed that birds exposed to blue-LED had significantly higher body weight as
compared to normal-LED birds. Huth and Archer, (2015) had also compared LED (NextGen) on
growth performance in commercial broilers and increased feed conversion ratio in LED till 45
days of age with CFL lamps. The increase in body weight of hens that lay earlier compared to
other hens has been attributed to the increase in ovarian and oviduct weight of these birds
(Dunnington and Siegel, 1984). Although we did not measure the reproductive organ weight in
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our experiment, previous studies have reported that birds exposed to photo stimulation have higher
ovary weight at first lay (Robinson et al., 1996). In another experiment, White Leghorns from 72
to 82 weeks of age that were exposed to a red-LED had higher body weight gain as compared to
birds that were exposed to normal white LED lights (Reddy et al., 2012). The higher body weight
in older laying hen was attributed to the heavier weight of reproductive organs (Reddy et al., 2012).
However, the effect of blue-LED on the organ weight during the pullet phase has not been
established. In this experiment, the birds were raised in blue-LED until 17 weeks of age and then
transferred to red-LED.
Higher growth has been observed in broilers from 3 to 20 days of age that were exposed to
green and blue lights as compared to red and normal light (Rozenboim et al., 1999). This
accelerated growth was attributed to the higher proliferation of muscle satellite cells in birds that
were exposed to green and blue light (Rozenboim et al., 1999). A previous study conducted on
broilers raised under single monochromatic light and a combination of lights has reported that
birds exposed to the shorter wavelength of light (blue and green) spend more time standing and
resting with a lesser degree of locomotion compared to birds that were exposed to the longer
wavelength of light (red) spending more time on foraging and locomotion (Prayitno et al., 1997;
Sultana et al., 2013). Similar results were observed by Prayitno et al., (1997) where birds exposed
to blue and green light were more sedentary. The higher level of activity may be due to better
visual perception under red light than green or blue light. The lesser extent of locomotive behavior
might be a factor that contributes to higher weight gain (Sultana et al., 2013). Rozenboim et al.,
(2004) found that birds reared in green and blue light had higher body weight gain as compared to
red or natural light. In one study, Hy-Line® W-36 hens were exposed to blue-LED, red-LED, and
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CFL bulbs from 5 to 14 weeks. Locomotion was recorded every week using a computerized
program to track the movement of the bird throughout the pen for one complete day (Liu, 2017).
The locomotory behavior was quantified as a movement index, which is defined as the cumulative
displacement in the area caused by the locomotion and calculated in 1-second intervals. The results
showed that birds exposed to blue-LED had higher movement index as compared to CFL or redLED. However, no explanation was given regarding more activity in birds raised under blue-LED
(Lui, Ph.D. Dissertation, 2017)
Exposing birds to blue light in the pullet phase can increase the body weight and initiate
lay early. Heavier body weight at the start of production has been associated with heavier egg
throughout the lifespan of birds, more feed consumption and decreased longevity (Bish et al.,
1985). However, it is difficult to conclude that exposing birds to blue light and its effect on
increasing body weight and initiating lay at early age would have beneficial effect on the overall
egg production.
2.5.2

EFFECT OF LIGHT ON EGG QUALITY
Longer wavelength of light can stimulate the hypothalamus and the reproductive organs of

the laying hen (Sharp, 2005; Reddy et al., 2012). The stimulation of the hypothalmo-pituitarygonadal (HPG) axis results in the surge of GnRH, which stimulates the release of follicle
stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone, thereby increasing egg production, as well as egg
size, when compared to those reared under white and green (Pyrzak et al., 1987; Baxter et al.,
2014). In this experiment, a significant increase in the relative yolk weight was observed in birds
exposed to the red light accompanied by a significant decrease in the relative albumen percentage.
Previous experiment has revealed that exposing the birds to red light can increase the size of yellow
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yolk follicles (Reddy et al., 2012). It is also interesting to note that the experimental light birds had
smaller size eggs at the beginning of production compared to the normal-LED light birds. The egg
size increased rapidly in the red-light room and, towards 30 weeks of age, experimental light had
larger egg size compared to normal-LED. As mentioned in the paragraph above, photo simulation
can have stimulating effect on the organ size thereby increasing the size of the egg.
Thicker eggshells have been reported in birds reared under monochromatic red light (Min
et al., 2012). In another study, where Hy-Line® W-36 were reared in blue-LED from 1 to 16
weeks of age and red-LED from 17 to 41 weeks of age, thicker eggshell was reported in LED light
at 40 weeks of age as compared to flurescent light. In contrast, Pyrzak et al. (1987) observed higher
eggshell thickness in green light as compared to the red light or normal light in first and second
laying cycle. Similarly, Li et al. (2014) observed that birds exposed to red and normal light had
heavier eggs, lower eggshell weight and eggshell thickness compared to blue and green-LED. One
of the possible explanations for higher eggshell thickness in blue and green-LED is that, due to the
lower egg production in blue and green-LED more calcium is available for eggshell formation (Li
et al., 2014). It is also a common finding that as the egg size increases the overall eggshell thickness
decreases (Pyrzak et al., 1987; Min et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014).
2.5.3

EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON HORMONAL CONCENTRATION AND STRESS
Melatonin is one of the crucial hormones that is regulated by light (Ubuka et al., 2005).

Melatonin plays a role in regulating serotonin levels in the birds. The enzyme Arylalkylamine NAcetyltransferase (AANAT) found in the pineal gland of birds is involved in rhythmic (day and
night) production of melatonin by the modification of serotonin (Jin et al., 2011). High serotonin
levels have been linked to aggressive behavior and suppressed reproductive trait in birds
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(Mobarkey et al., 2013). In our experiment, birds exposed to blue and then to red-LED light were
calmer when approached as compared to normal-LED. Research done on broiler breeders that were
exposed to green light showed higher serotonin levels and significantly lower egg production as
compared to birds exposed to normal white light. However, when serotonin pathways are blocked
with para-cholorphenylalanine, a selective irreversible inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase
enzyme responsible for the biosynthesis of serotonin (Jouvet, 1999), it was observed that the bird’s
reproductive potential did not change. This showed that shorter wavelengths of light, even without
retinal stimulation, can suppress reproduction in birds by regulation of serotonin (Mobarkey et al.,
2013). Melatonin has been shown to have immunity-enhancing effects when supplemented
externally and suppressed immune cells have been observed when the birds were pinealectomized
(Rodriguez and Lea, 1994). In our experiment, we did not find significance differences in serum
melatonin concentration between the two lights. However, numerically lower level of melatonin
was observed in birds raised in red-LED and this information would be significant for us to address
future similar research. A more elaborate experiment with multiple replicates will be needed to
detect the difference in serum melatonin levels between the lights.
Archer et al. (2019) found that White Leghorns hens exposed to red-LED form 17 weeks
of age showed a lower concentration of corticosterone and H/L ratio as compared to normal-LED.
Although significant differences were not found in our research in the corticosterone concentration
between the two light treatments, the serum corticosterone concentration in normal-LED was
numerically higher than red-LED. On the other hand, in our study, the concentration of LH was
higher in red-LED compared to the normal-LED. Previous studies where White Leghorns were
exposed to either normal-LED and red-LED reported higher levels of LH and estradiol in birds
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exposed to red-LED light (Reddy et al., 2012; Baxter et al., 2014). Higher levels of plasma LH has
been associated with higher egg production (Sharp et al., 1998). However, with the information
from previous research and data obtained from this research we still do not have convincing data
to conclude that providing a lighting regime of blue light in the pullet phase and red light during
the production phase in our study would enhance the potential for productivity in birds.
2.5.4

EFFECT OF LIGHT ON IMMUNITY AND BONE QUALITY
Spleen is an important immune organ in poultry. In has been found that keeping birds in a

constant light environment can suppress the immunity of birds (Moore and Siopes, 2000). A
previous study found that green and blue light can strengthen the immune response in the birds.
Specifically, the levels of peripheral blood T and B lymphocyte, as well as serum IL-2
concentration were elevated in birds raised in green and blue light (Zhang et al., 2014). Similarly,
a past experiment conducted in broilers studied the effect of red, blue, green and white light on T
lymphocytes and reported that T lymphocytes in blue and green was significantly higher than red
and white light (Xie et al., 2008). In the same experiment it was also observed that birds reared
under blue light had heavier spleen as compared to normal light or red light (Xie et al., 2008). In
our experiment, spleen weight was not calculated when the birds were in blue-LED. The larger
size of the spleen has been associated with an improved immune system and smaller size of spleen
has been associated with decreased immune response (Smith and Hunt, 2004).
In our study, a lower spleen was found in red-LED as compared to normal-LED. A slightly
higher mortality was also observed in the red-LED as compared to normal-LED. These findings
are consistent with Xie et al. (2008), who also observed a lower spleen weight in red-LED. It has
also been reported that lower spleen weight is associated with stress (Beuving, 1989). It can be
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speculated that birds in red-LED had weaker immune system as compared to normal-LED.
However, it is premature to conclude that the lower relative spleen weight observed in red-LED is
due to increased stress. Unlike past research, where a higher level of serum corticosterone was
associated with lower spleen weight (Davison et al., 1985). In our results hens in red-LED had
lower spleen weight along with lower levels of serum corticosterone. Therefore, other mechanism,
other than stress and serum corticosterone, may also influence immunity of birds maintained in
red-LED.
In our study, we had observed a coccidia infection in the red-LED room at 22 weeks of age
during the year 2019. Following the infection, both the houses were treated with Zoamix® (Zoetus,
NJ) and BDM® (Zoetus, NJ) both at the rate of 100 gram per ton of feed for two weeks. A minor
water pipe leakage was observed in the red-LED room at 5 weeks. The leak was fixed immediately,
and the affected litter was replaced with new dry litter. During the year 2020, the entire litter of
the house had to be changed due to a water leakage during the 21 weeks of age in the red-LED
room. No mortality was observed during this period, however, the change in litter might have
affected the prevalence of APEC in the red-LED room. We also observed mites in birds placed in
the red-LED birds during the 24 weeks of age. Both the rooms were treated with sulfur powder
dust bath for 2 weeks. Although, the coccidia infection during the 22 weeks of age and mite’s
infection during the 24 weeks of age in the red-LED might have been coincident. It is interesting
to note that during both the infections red-LED had severely effected the egg production in the
red-LED, whereas, it had no effect in the normal-LED. During the entire length of the experement
the same person had been feeding and collecting eggs from both the rooms.
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Bone quality is another factor that is of major economic and welfare concern to the layer
industry. In our study we observed that hens in red-LED had started to lay earlier than in normalLED. Earlier onset of lay could also make the bone more susceptible to breakage. In one study,
the effects of age of photostimulation on bone strength were evaluated in Bab-cock® B-300 and
Brown Leghorn® by photostimulation at 18 and 20 weeks of age, the results showed that birds
that were photostimulated at 20 weeks of age had higher humerus breaking strength up to 25 weeks
of age. Furthermore, increased trabecular space was observed up to 50 weeks of age in pullets that
were photostimulated at 20 weeks of age (Silversides et al., 2006). Earlier photostimulation did
not have any effect on the production of these hens through 74 weeks of age (Silversides et al.,
2006). Lui et al. (2017) suggested that a higher activity level in the blue-LED can have positive
effect in the bone weight and breaking strength. In our research, we did not observe any difference
in bone weight, diameter, and length between the red-LED and normal LED. Furthermore, past
research that shown the effects of light on bone weight, bone strength and bone thickness are scant.
Also, in our experiment we were not able to evaluate the bone breaking strength. Therefore, further
study is needed to conclude the role of blue-LED on bone quality parameters like bone weight,
diameter, bone breaking strength and cortical thickness and red-LED on bone breaking strength
and cortical thickness to understand role of LEDs on bone development and welfare.
2.6

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our results indicated that blue-LED can improve the growth of these pullets

and stimulate the onset of lay. The overall egg production was not influenced by the red-LED. It
was observed that birds exposed to red-LED had higher relative yolk weight with lower relative
albumen weight. Other egg quality parameters are comparable between the red-LED and normal60

LED. A relative lower spleen percentage was observed in the red-LED as compared to the normalLED, which might suggest a weaker immune system, although this is not substantiated by stress
response indicator or mortality. Exposing birds to blue-LED in the pullet phase can increase the
body weight and initiate lay early. Heavier body weight at the start of production has been
associated with heavier egg throughout the lifespan of birds, more feed consumption and decreased
longevity. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude that exposing birds to blue light for improved
growth would have beneficial effect on the overall egg production.
2.7
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Table 2.1

Composition and nutritional values of Hy-Line® W-36 grower diet.

Ingredients
Corn
Soybean meal
Limestone
Distiller dried grain with soluble
Poultry fat
Dicalcium phosphate
NaCl
Vitamin mineral premix1
DL-Methionine
L-Lysine

Amount (%)
59.32
31.34
1.34
3.00
2.50
1.70
0.30
0.26
0.09
0.05

Calculated values
ME (Kcal/kg)
2,980.00
Total protein (%)
17.50
Total Calcium2 (%)
1.00
Available P (%)
0.47
dLys (%)
0.90
dMet (%)
0.42
dCys (%)
0.25
1
Provided as: Vitamin A, 1,400,000 IU/lb.; Vitamin D3, 500,000 ICU/lb.; Vitamin E,
3,000IU/lb.; Vitamin B1, 2mg/lb.; menadione, 150mg/lb.; riboflavin, 1,200mg/lb., D-pantothenic
acid, 1,200mg/lb.; niacin, 5,000mg/lb.; choline, 70,000 mg/lb.; folic acid, 125mg/lb.; pyridoxine,
250 mg/lb.; thiamine, 200 mg/lb.; biotin, 6 mg/lb., Manganese, 4%; zinc, 4%; Iron, 2%; copper,
4,500ppm; iodine, 600ppm; selenium, 60ppm.
2
The ratio of fine and coarse calcium ratio was changed according to the Hy-Line® management
guidelines (2016)
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Table 2.2

Composition and nutritional values of Hy-Line® W-36 layer 1 diet.

Ingredients
Corn
Soybean meal
Limestone
Distiller dried grain with soluble
Poultry fat
Dicalcium phosphate
NaCl
Vitamin mineral premix1
DL-Methionine
L-Lysine

Amount (%)
61.20
20.49
10.40
3.00
2.50
1.72
0.30
0.26
0.12
0.02

Calculated values
ME (Kcal/kg)
2,850.00
Total protein (%)
16.15
Total Calcium2 (%)
4.48
Available P (%)
0.49
dLys (%)
0.86
dMet (%)
0.41
dCys (%)
0.30
1
Provided as: Vitamin A, 1,400,000 IU/lb.; Vitamin D3, 500,000 ICU/lb.; Vitamin E, 3,000IU/lb.;
Vitamin B1, 2mg/lb.; menadione, 150mg/lb.; riboflavin, 1,200mg/lb., D-pantothenic acid,
1,200mg/lb.; niacin, 5,000mg/lb.; choline, 70,000 mg/lb.; folic acid, 125mg/lb.; pyridoxine, 250
mg/lb.; thiamine, 200 mg/lb.; biotin, 6 mg/lb., Manganese, 4%; zinc, 4%; Iron, 2%; copper,
4,500ppm; iodine, 600ppm; selenium, 60ppm.
2
The ratio of fine and coarse calcium ratio was changed according to the Hy-Line® management
guidelines (2016)
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Table 2.3

Effect of red-LED, normal-LED and hen age on hen day egg production (HDEP)
from 17-31 weeks of age

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
SEM

HDEP
64.04
65.71
1.952
0.182f
2.922f
11.82f
35.94e
62.82d
76.59cd
77.67bcd
85.88abc
92.56ab
93.01a
83.28abc
95.62a
95.24a
94.77a
5.1663

Red-LED
18
0.36
Red-LED
19
5.84
Red-LED
20
20.96
Red-LED
21
49.22
Red-LED
22
64.97
Red-LED
23
67.16
Red-LED
24
62.15
Red-LED
25
76.77
Red-LED
26
89.78
Red-LED
27
91.19
Red-LED
28
80.00
Red-LED
29
96.18
Red-LED
30
95.93
Red-LED
31
96.12
HDEP= hen day egg production
a-f
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05
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Table 2.3 (continued)
Light
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
28
SEM
P-value

HDEP
0.00
0.00
2.68
22.66
60.67
86.02
93.19
94.98
95.33
94.84
86.55
95.05
94.55
93.43
86.55
7.3063
5.166

Source of Variation
Year
0.4550
Light
0.7751
Age
<0.0001
Light × Age
0.0618
HDEP= hen day egg production
a-f
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05
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Table 2.4

Effect of LED type, age and their interaction on body weight recorded from 1 to
18 weeks, 18 to 30 weeks and overall, from 1 to 30 weeks

Light

Age
(wk)

Blue-Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM
1
7
10
12
14
18
22
26
30
SEM

1 to 18 weeks

18 to 30 weeks

805.32a
760.57b
9.76

1463.18
1447.89
15.830

1 to 30
weeks
1051.94
1020.86
9.1530

1202.01c
1476.08b
1548.33ab
1605.50a
27.313

37.328g
541.38f
779.11e
987.90d
1149.97c
1202.01c
1476.08b
1548.33a
1605.50a
19.417

37.328e
541.38d
779.11c
987.90b
1149.97a
1202.01a

16.911

Blue-LED
1
37.318
37.318
Blue-LED
7
565.29
565.29
Blue-LED
10
804.12
804.12
Blue-LED
12
1002.80
1002.80
Blue-LED
14
1178.10
1178.10
Red-LED
18
1244.33
1244.33
1244.33
Red-LED
22
1506.85
1506.85
Red-LED
26
1512.92
1512.92
Red-LED
30
1615.75
1615.75
Normal-LED
1
37.33
37.338
Normal-LED
7
517.47
517.47
Normal-LED
10
754.10
754.10
Normal-LED
12
973.00
973.00
Normal-LED
14
1121.85
1121.85
Normal-LED
18
1159.70
1159.70
1159.70
Normal-LED
22
1445.33
1445.33
Normal-LED
26
1583.75
1583.75
Normal-LED
30
1595.25
1595.25
SEM
23.916
27.313
27.460
a-g
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05.
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Table 2.4 (continued)
Light

Age
(wk)

1 to 18 weeks

18 to 30 weeks

1 to 30
weeks

Source of Variation
P-value
Year
0.0929
0.9323
0.7097
Light
0.0494
0.8287
0.4333
Age
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
Light × Age
0.6378
0.3287
0.2809
a-g
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05
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Table 2.5

Effect of LED type, age, and their interactions with internal and external egg quality from 22 to 30 wk of age

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

EW
56.40
56.87
0.733

SG
1.093
1.091
0.0004

PA
67.055b
68.252a
0.1674

PY
23.37a
22.49b
0.141

HU
106.77
106.36
0.412

ST
0.386
0.393
0.0025

SW
5.382
5.268
0.081

PSW
9.572
9.255
0.080

EBS
3.777
3.777
0.476

22
26
30
SEM

53.95b
57.68a
58.30a
0.593

1.089
1.095
1.092
0.002

68.95
67.45
66.55
0.789

21.59
22.93
24.27
0.685

107.32
107.93
104.46
2.081

0.387
0.401
0.381
0.010

5.087b
5.535a
5.353a
0.067

9.609
9.454
9.177
0.132

3.881
3.810
3.634
0.581

Red-LED
22
52.28
1.091
68.27
21.98
108.92
0.386
5.076
9.742
3.842
Red-LED
26
58.07
1.096
67.28
23.17
108.72
0.403
5.527
9.540
3.797
Red-LED
30
58.88
1.091
65.61
24.95
102.69
0.369
5.544
9.433
3.692
Normal-LED
22
55.62
1.086
69.63
23.60
105.72
0.388
5.098
9.167
3.913
Normal-LED
26
57.28
1.094
67.63
22.68
107.15
0.400
5.542
9.678
3.823
Normal-LED
30
57.72
1.093
67.48
21.20
106.23
0.393
5.163
8.922
3.577
SEM
0.835
0.0038
1.117
0.969
2.943
0.014
0.140
0.174
0.082
Source of Variation
P-value
Year
07823
0.0844
0.0448 0.7783
0.2252
0.1143
0.5528
0.1256
0.6464
Light
0.8444
0.2422
0.0158 0.0435
0.8559
0.2780
0.6753
0.1714
0.9865
Age
0.0126
0.3627
0.2129 0.1201
0.5250
0.5031
0.0229
0.1734
0.1270
Light × Age
0.0954
0.6608
0.7985 0.9007
0.5532
0.6938
0.1643
0.1686
0.6104
a-b
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05.
Exp light = Experimental light, EW= Egg weight (g), SG= specific gravity, PA= percent albumen, PY= percent yolk,
HU= haugh unit, ST= shell thickness, SW= shell weight, PSW= percent shell weight, EBS= eggshell breaking strength (Kg/cm2
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Table 2.6

Effect of LED type, age and their interactions on weight of spleen and brain

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

SW
1.704
1.802
0.051

PS
0.120b
0.130a
0.0041

BW
2.768
2.704
0.074

PB
0.192
0.188
0.005

18
22
26
30
SEM

2.230a
1.995a
1.535b
1.253b
0.840

0.186a
0.137b
0.099c
0.078d
0.004

2.415
2.870
2.809
2.850
0.083

0.208
0.196
0.182
0.178
0.005

18
22
26
30
18
22
26
30

2.275
1.849
1.449
1.244
2.185
2.142
1.620
1.262
0.111

0.183
0.125
0.097
0.076
0.189
0.149
0.102
0.079
0.011

2.543
2.813
2.843
2.829
2.198
2.926
2.775
2.870
0.086

0.213
0.191
0.188
0.175
0.194
0.202
0.175
0.182
0.006

Source of Variation
P-value
Year
0.3956
0.0488
0.3543
0.3489
Light
0.3016
0.0274
0.7722
0.7047
Age
0.0007
0.0001
0.0656
0.1489
Light × Age
0.4523
0.3775
0.4599
0.3954
a-d
values within columns with different superscripts are significantly different at p ≤ 0.05.
SW= spleen weight, PS= percent spleen, BW= brain weight. PB= percent
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Table 2.7

Effect of LED type, age and their interactions on concentration of corticosterone,
melatonin and luteinizing hormone from 18-30 wk of age

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

CS
101.83
125.58
10.02

ML
86.15
95.44
9.300

LH
14.50
11.57
1.390

18
22
26
30
SEM

82.19
98.57
149.02
125.05
25.66

120.5
67.02
87.86
587.7
18.47

12.35
11.74
12.62
15.43
2.200

18
22
26
30
18
22
26
30

74.77
84.27
144.03
104.26
89.60
112.88
154.00
145.83
32.469

102.90
69.87
95.93
75.92
138.22
64.17
79.78
99.59
27.695

11.31
12.34
14.55
19.80
13.39
11.15
10.68
11.31
3.121

Source of Variation
P-value
Year
0.4348
0.2091
0.1251
Light
0.7006
0.7177
0.5207
Age
0.3569
0.3296
0.5807
Light × Age
0.9648
0.7357
0.3733
CS= Corticosterone (ng/mL), ML= melatonin (pg/mL), LH= luteinizing hormone (mIU/mL)
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Table 2.8

Effect of LED type, age and their interactions on heterophil (H) and lymphocyte
(L) ratio and tonic immobility (TI) from 18-30 wk of age

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

H/L ratio
0.519
0.503
0.013

TI
160.98
133.58
17.343

18
22
26
30
SEM

0.508
0.486
0.556
0.494
0.018

213.04
158.01
114.20
103.87
22.872

18
22
26
30
18
22
26
30

0.477
0.496
0.570
0.531
0.539
0.475
0.542
0.456
0.053

224.25
139.20
163.16
117.33
201.83
176.83
65.25
90.41
32.346

Source of Variation
P-value
Year
0.3413
Light
0.5445
Age
0.6152
Light × Age
0.6832
H&L= heterophil and lymphocyte ratio, TI= tonic immobility (s)
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0.7819
0.3216
0.2964
0.6743

Table 2.9

Effects of LED type, age and their interactions on bone length, weight, and
diameter from 18-30 wk of age

Light
Red-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Red-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
Normal-LED
SEM

Age (wk)

BL
114.39
115.02
0.543

BW
9.731
10.20
0.129

BD
2.674
2.698
0.041

18
22
26
30
SEM

112.41
115.08
115.04
116.29
0.828

9.527
10.14
10.23
9.970
0.372

2.628
2.744
2.684
2.689
0.053

18
22
26
30
18
22
26
30

112.00
114.41
114.08
117.08
112.88
115.75
116.00
115.50
1.170

9.307
9.863
9.746
10.00
9.747
10.42
10.73
9.934
0.483

2.651
2.706
2.655
2.685
2.605
2.782
2.713
2.693
0.086

Source of Variation
P-value
Year
0.8440
0.0759
0.4849
Light
0.5903
0.1003
0.8434
Age
0.0740
0.5633
0.5438
Light × Age
0.5110
0.7970
0.8495
BL= bone length (mm), BW= bone weight (mg), BD= bone diameter (mm)
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Figure 2.1

Effect of light treatment, age and their interaction on hen day egg production
(HDEP) from 17 to 31 weeks of age
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Figure 2.2

Effect of light on body weight of pullets from 1 to 18 weeks of age
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CHAPTER III
PREVALENCE OF AVIAN PATHOGENIC ESCHERICHIA COLI IN CAGE-FREE HYLINE® W-36 LAYING HENS REARED UNDER MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT1
3.1

ABSTRACT
In this 28-week study, we evaluated the prevalence of avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC)

like E. coli and the prevalence of APEC associated-virulence genes in E.coli isolates collected
from cage-free Hy-Line® W-36 pullets reared under normal light-emitting diode (LED) and
monochromatic LED lights. A total of 500-day-old Hy-Line® W-36 chicks were randomly placed
in two cage-free rooms, one with normal LED and the other with blue-LED. In one room, blueLED was applied continuously for 24 hours a day in the pullet phase (1 to 17 weeks of age) was
switched to red-LED light during the laying phase (18 to 31 weeks of age). In the normal LED the
lighting program was according to the Hy-Line® Management Guide and the same light was kept
in both pullet and laying phases. Within each room, litter, and fecal samples from four different
quadrants, and cloacal and tracheal swabs from four random birds from those four places were
collected at 1, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 weeks of age. Eggs were collected at 24 and 28 weeks of
age. From all the samples collected, single colonies were isolated on MacConkey agar and
confirmed for E. coli using real-time PCR by detecting the presence of the ybbW gene. Positive
samples were further screened for the presence of APEC associated virulent genes, iroN, ompT,
hlyF, iss, and iutA. Out of the total 1088 isolates, 1010 (92.83%) were positive for E. coli (ybbW
gene), out of which 247 (24.45%) isolates were found to have three or more APEC associated
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virulence genes and were classified as APEC like E. coli. In the pullet phase, the prevalence of
APEC like E. coli during the pullet phase was observed as 40.71% in trachea, 39.13% in litter,
28.57% in cloaca, 29.94% in feces. Similarly, during the laying phase, the prevalence of APEC
like E. coli was 22.73% in trachea, 13.33% in litter, 10.64% in cloaca, 6.38% in feces and 12.90%
on eggs. Our results conclude that, regardless of the light treatment, the higher prevalence of APEC
associated genes were found in colonies isolated from the trachea. Further studies are needed to
understand the mechanism of APEC infection through the respiratory tract and its spread into other
internal organs, which will help us to develop effective managemental strategies to reduce their
infections in laying hen.
Key words: Avian Pathogenic E. coli, cage-free, laying hen, monochromatic LED
3.2

INTRODUCTION
Escherichia coli (E. coli), a gram-negative bacterium, is usually found in the intestine of

animals and birds. Although E.coli is a commensal bacteria of the gut in birds, it sometimes
acquires virulence factors that increase its pathogenicity (Boyd and Brüssow, 2002; Johnson et al.,
2006b). The localized infection caused by avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC) is called colibacillosis.
Once localized in different organs, it can result in septicemia, airsacculititis, pericarditis,
salpingitis, peritonitis, and cellulitis in birds (Merck Manual, 2020). Colibacillosis, due to its high
morbidity and high mortality, results in significant economic losses to poultry production
worldwide (Mellata, 2013). Extraintestinal E. coli (ExPEC) is a part of the normal intestinal
microflora, but it can invade and colonize tissue outside the gut (Köhler and Dobrindt, 2011).
Avian pathogenic E. coli is classified as an ExPEC that affects the avian body (Tivendale et al.,
2010). Besides this, ExPEC infection in humans is a leading cause of urinary tract infection and
human neonatal meningitis (Tivendale et al., 2010). The ExPEC have some specific virulence
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factors that allow them to proliferate and damage the host cells (Singer, 2015). Common virulence
associated factors such as adhesins, iron uptake factors, toxins and invasins that are encoded in
plasmids have been identified between ExPECs, causing human neonatal meningitis, urinary tract
infection; and APEC, causing avian colibacillosis (Ewers et al., 2007; Tivendale et al., 2010).
Although the exact mechanism of bilateral transmission of human and poultry ExPEC is still under
investigation, many experts believe that poultry products are a source of foodborne ExPEC
infection in humans (Mellata, 2013; Singer, 2015; Rasmussen, 2017). One of the possible routes
of transmission of these virulence factors comes from the human food chain. Eggs are exposed to
numerous foodborne pathogens, including E. coli, when they are first laid in the nest (Mine et al.,
2003). Excessive microbial contamination of the outer eggshell is a major problem for food safety
(Cox et al., 2000). Furthermore, contaminated eggs cause a 10 to 15% reduction in hatchability in
breeder hens (Scott et al., 1993). Therefore, there is a need to develop effective strategies to control
the spread of APEC in poultry as well as in poultry products.
Various E. coli serotypes have been studied for their virulence and pathogenicity. Past
studies have identified the 94-kb cluster linked to the Co1V plasmid and 174-kb cluster of ColBM
plasmid, harbor genes that increase the virulence and pathogenicity of E. coli (Johnson et al.,
2006). The ColBM plasmid has also been associated with having antimicrobial resistance genes
(Johnson et al., 2010). Johnson et al. (2008) identified five genes; iroN, ompT, hlyF, iss, and iutA
that are carried by the plasmid and are associated with high pathogenicity using multiplecorrespondence analysis of many avian E. coli isolates. The virulence genes iroN and iutA disrupts
the host cell’s iron utilization capabilities by the production of siderophores (Ratledge and Dover,
2000) and ompT helps the microorganism to overcome the immune defense of the host cells by
producing enzymes for the proteolytic degradation of antimicrobial peptides (Thomassin et al.,
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2012). Similarly, hlyF is associated with the formation of the outer membrane vesicles and induces
autophagy in the host cell (Murase et al., 2015). Another virulence gene, iss, is presumed to prevent
the deposition of membrane attack complex at the site of infection and increase the survivability
of the pathogen during immune reactions within the host (Dziva and Stevens, 2008).
Novel methods and applications are being investigated to minimize the use of antibiotics
in the poultry industry. One of the possible agents to reduce the microbial load in the poultry house
is light. The possibility of using light as a bactericidal agent has been studied previously (Lubart
et al., 2011). Blue-LED light has been shown to inactivate gram-positive as well as gram-negative
bacteria (Maclean et al., 2009). Blue light as irradiation therapy has also been used to suppress the
growth of pathogenic microorganisms such as E. coli in the case of skin infections in humans
(Abana et al., 2017).
Similarly, low-intensity laser therapy with red light has been shown to inhibit bacterial
growth (Liebert et al., 2002). The mechanism by which light suppresses the growth of bacteria is
by photodynamic inactivation (Sperandio and Hamblin, 2013). The absorption of light by
microorganism leads to a transfer of energy to a substrate molecule that results in formation of
reactive oxygen species, which is toxic to the microorganism (Vatansever et al., 2013). The
reactive oxygen species thus formed causes irreversible oxidative damage to cellular components
such as cell wall, cell membrane, proteins, and nucleic acids of the bacteria (Cabiscol et al., 2000).
Therefore, light can be used as an alternative source to decrease microbial contamination in
poultry, as well as poultry products. There is a lack of knowledge on using monochromatic LED
lights in E. coli and the prevalence of its virulence genes in cage-free pullets and laying hens.
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Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate the prevalence of E.coli and APEC
associated virulence genes in litter, feces and in poultry tissues (cloaca and trachea) during the
pullet as well as laying phase in hens housed in a cage-free facility.
3.3

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted at Mississippi State University’s Poultry Research Unit,

Mississippi State, Mississippi, and all procedures complied with the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee under authorization number, IACUC-18-372.
3.3.1

BIRD MANAGEMENT
In this experiment, Hy-Line® W-36 laying hens were reared from 1 to 31weeks of age.

Two hundred and fifty-day old chicks were placed in each of the two identical rooms. The
dimension of the rooms were 8.83 m × 4.26 m (length × width). Chicks were wing-banded at the
beginning of the study. The management and feeding procedures were similar between those
rooms except for the light treatment. Feed and water were provided ad libitum, and feed was
formulated according to Hy-Line® Management Guide (2019). Forty nest boxes of 30.48 cm ×
30.48 cm × 33.03 cm (length × width × height) were placed in the middle of each room. A
scratchpad was placed in all nest boxes. Each room had four perches alongside the wall and four
perches on the nest boxes. In room one, monochromatic blue-LED was used from weeks 1 to 17,
and it was switched to monochromatic red-LED from week 18 onwards until week 28. In other
room, normal white-LED light was used throughout the experiment. Temperature and humidity
were recorded every hour electronically by HOBO® external temperature/relative humidity sensor
Data Logger™ (Onset, MA).
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3.3.2

SAMPLE COLLECTION
Litter, feces, cloacal and tracheal swabs were collected once every four weeks from 1 to

28 weeks of age from each room. The room was divided into four quadrants, and sampling was
done from each quadrant. Each time litter and fecal samples were collected from the four different
quadrants of the room. Approximately 20 grams of litter were collected by removing the upper
layer of feces and placing it into a sterile Whirl-Pak® bag (Nasco, Fisher Scientific). Care was
taken to collect the litter samples aseptically, and gloves were changed every time to prevent crosscontamination. Approximately 10 grams of feaces were collected and placed into a sterile WhirlPak® bag (Nasco), from each quadrant of the room, and gloves were changed each time to prevent
any cross-contamination between the samples. Cloacal and tracheal swabs were collected from
four randomly selected birds from each room using a sterile cotton swab (BBLTM CultureSwabTM
Collection & Transport System, BD). From 20 weeks of age onwards, when birds started to lay
eggs, one egg was randomly selected from four different places of the room and placed into a
sterile Whirl-Pak® bag (Nasco).
3.3.3

ISOLATION OF E. coli
Ten grams of litter, 5 grams of feces, and the egg samples were transferred into a sterile

Whirl-Pak® bag, and 90 ml, 45 ml, and 50ml of buffered peptone water were added to the bag,
respectively. Similarly, 3 ml of buffered peptone water was added to the tubes containing cloacal
and tracheal swab samples. The samples were then incubated at 370C for 3 hours for enrichment.
After enrichment, a loop full of suspension was streaked onto McConkey agar plates. Each sample
was duplicated during this procedure. The plates were then incubated at 370C for 20-24h.
McConkey agar plates with single bright pink colonies were selected and 2 individual colonies
were streaked onto a fresh McConkey agar plate and incubated at 370C for an additional 20-24h.
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Two single colonies were then transferred to a culture tube containing 3 ml Brain Heart Infusion
broth and incubated for 370C for 20-24h. After incubation, 1ml of culture was transferred to
cryovials containing 266 µl of 80% glycerol stock and stored at -800C. Another 150 µl of culture
was transferred to a PCR tube using sterile pipette tips for DNA extraction. A total of 1088 E. coli
isolates were obtained from 272 samples, details of the samples are displayed in table 3.1.
3.3.4

DNA EXTRACTION
DNA were extracted using the boiling lysis method for rapid DNA extraction as per the

protocol described by Blanco et al. (2004). PCR tubes containing the culture were centrifuged for
3 minutes. The supernatant was then discarded without disturbing the pellet at the bottom of the
tube. To each of the PCR tubes, 150 µl of nuclease-free water were added and mixed gently to
dissolve the pellet. PCR tubes were then boiled at 95°C for 5 minutes to release the DNA into the
nuclease-free water. The PCR tubes were then centrifuged for 3 minutes so cellular debris could
accumulate at the bottom of the tubes, providing supernatant that contained DNA. The tubes were
stored at - 20 0C until further processing.
3.3.5

IDENTIFICATION OF E. coli
DNA that was isolated, was confirmed to be E. coli by using a QuantStudio 3 (Applied

Biosystems, CA, USA) using a Real-Time PCR-assay to detect the gene ybbW. For each RealTime PCR reaction 5 μL of Go Taq greenTM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), 3.5 μL
of nuclease-free water, 0.25 μL ybbW forward primer (TGATTGGCAAAATCTGGCCG), 0.25
μL of ybbW reverse primer (GAAATCGCCCAAATCGCCAT), and 1µL of DNA template were
added to a MicroAmp® (0.1mL) fast 96-well Reaction plate (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) to
make a total reaction volume of 10 µL. Using a MicroAmpTM clear adhesive film (Applied
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Biosystems, CA, USA), PCR plates were sealed completely. Using the Quantstudio 3 Real-Time
PCR machine, the samples were initially denatured at 95°C for 20s. The cycling program was run
for 40 cycles and each cycling program was run at 95°C for 1s, and 60°C for 20s (Johnson et al.,
2008).
3.3.6

DETECTION OF VIRULENCE GENE
Confirmed E. coli samples were then analyzed for the presence of five major virulence

genes (iroN, ompT, hlyF, iss, and iutA) using pentaplex PCR (Johnson et al., 2008). The sequences
of the primers are shown in Table 3.1. The inhibition factor of the PCR was eliminated by adding
0.1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) to the master mix. The samples were then denatured at 95°C
for 2 minutes, followed by a cyclic parameters for 25 cycles at 95˚C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and
68°C for 3 minutes; and an extension step was performed at 72°C for 10 minutes. All the PCR
products were the subjected to gel electrophoresis on a 2% agarose (Goldbio, MO, USA) and
exposed to UV light under the E-gel imaging system to detect the gene of interest. The bands thus
formed were compared to Versa-Ladder™ (Goldbio, MO, USA) of size 100 to 10000 bp. In our
experiment, to predict for the prevalence of APEC, we have considered isolates that have 3 or
more APEC virulence associated genes as positive for APEC like E. coli.
3.3.7

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Prevalence of E. coli, APEC like E. coli, and APEC-associated virulence genes between

the two light rooms, phases of growth, sample type, and weeks of age were calculated as proportion
data using PROC FREQ procedure of SAS 9.4 (SAS 9.4, 2019).
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3.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effects of color of light on the prevalence of E. coli in the egg surface have been studied

previously. Svobodová et al. (2015) compared the effects of blue, green, red, and yellow LED in
enriched 3-tier poultry cage system, and the concentration of E. coli, Enterococcus, and other
microorganisms on egg surface. Lower rates of microbial contamination were found on eggs laid
on the upper cages under the blue-LED light. In our study, 1010 (92.83%) isolates were positive
for E. coli from the total 1088 isolates cultured. During the pullet phase, out of the 640 total
isolates, 298 of 320 isolates (93.13%) were positive for E. coli in the blue-LED, and 284 of 320
isolates (88.75%) were positive for E. coli in the normal-LED. In the layer phase, out of the total
488 total isolates, 216 of 224 isolates (96.42%) were positive for E. coli in the red-LED from, and
212 of 224 isolates (94.64%) were positive for E. coli in the normal-LED. However, evaluating
the prevalence of E. coli alone is not sufficient to estimate for the possibility of colibacillosis; as
E. coli is a commensal of the gut, this could be misleading. Therefore, to appropriately estimate
the possibility of colibacillosis, prevalence of APEC and APEC-associated virulence genes is a
better estimate (Dziva and Stevens, 2008).
Out of the 1010 isolates, 247 (24.45%) were positive for APEC like E. coli. During the
pullet phase, 101 of 298 E. coli isolates (35.56%) were positive for APEC like E. coli in the blueLED, and 90 of 284 E. coli isolates (31.69%) were positive for APEC like E. coli in the normalLED. The prevalence of APEC like E. coli was 50.47%, 22.50%, 21.49%, 46.43% and 26.23%
during 1, 4, 8, 12, and 16 weeks of age. The details of the prevalence of APEC virulence-associated
genes are displayed in Table 3.4. In various samples, the prevalence of APEC like E. coli during
the pullet phase was observed as 38.57% in trachea, 36.23% in litter, 26.53% in cloaca, 30.57% in
feces (Table 3.5). Similarly, during the laying phase, 30 of 212 E. coli isolates (14.15%) were
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positive in the red-LED, and 26 of 216 E. coli isolates (12.04%) were positive in the normal-LED.
The prevalence of APEC like E. coli was 19.64%, 11.54% and 10.00% during 20, 24, and 28 weeks
of age. In the layer phase, the prevalence of APEC like E. coli was 22.73% in trachea, 13.33% in
litter, 10.64% in cloaca, 6.38% in feces, and 12.90% in egg (Table 3.5).
A past experiment on the effect of light on egg surfaces showed that lower rates of
microbial contamination were found on eggs laid on the upper cages under blue-LED light
(Svobodová et al., 2015). However, the explanation as to why lower contamination was observed
is lacking in their findings. One possible explanation is the bactericidal effect that blue light can
have on surfaces (Lubart et al., 2011). Blue light of 455 nm wavelength as irradiation therapy has
been shown to suppress the growth of pathogenic microorganisms such as E. coli in the case of
skin infections in humans (Abana et al., 2017). Similarly, ultraviolet light treatment of poultry and
poultry products has shown significant reduction in microbial contamination (Gottselig et al.,
2016). The mechanism by which light suppresses the growth of bacteria is by photodynamic
inactivation (Sperandio and Hamblin, 2013). The absorption of light by microorganism causes a
transfer of energy to a substrate molecule or leads to a formation of a reactive oxygen species,
which is toxic to the microorganism (Vatansever et al., 2013). The reactive oxygen species thus
formed causes irreversible oxidative damage to the cellular components like the cell wall, cell
membrane, proteins, and nucleic acids of the bacteria (Cabiscol et al., 2000). However, in our
experiment, a numerically higher prevalence of E. coli was observed in blue-LED as compared to
normal LED. The contradictory results in our experiment may be because previous researches
conducted by Abana et al. (2017) and Lubart et al. (2011) showing the bactericidal effect of blue
light were conducted on in-vitro models and not in a cage-free housing system, as in this trial.
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In our study, the prevalence of iutA was numerically higher compared to other APECassociated virulence genes. Overall, the prevalence of individual virulence genes among the E. coli
positive isolates was 24.95%, 24.85%, 24.65%, 26.13%, and 33.36% for iroN, ompT, hlyF, iss,
and iutA, respectively (Figure 3.1). The results of this experiment are also comparable to previous
research with respect to the ranking of the prevalence of APEC-associated virulence genes.
Previous research by Johnson et al. (2008) reported that 641 (84%) of total isolates had iutA gene,
Mohamed et al. (2018) found 83 (90.2%) of the total isolates had iutA gene, Schouler et al. (2012)
found 291 (82.7%) isolates with pathogenic symptoms. Mbanga and Nyararai (2015) found 36
(80%) of the total 45 isolates from colibacillosis suspected cases were positive for the iutA gene.
This gene is an aerobactin siderophore receptor gene (Johnson et al., 2008), which is responsible
for the disruption of the host cell’s iron through the competitive binding of the iron molecule
(Rasmussen, 2017). Iron is important for the cellular processes of the host cell. (Neilands, 1991).
Iron containing proteins help to transport, store, and use oxygen (Aggett, 2012). The siderophore
produced by the bacteria binds to the iron molecule and impairs the host cells’ ability to absorb
iron, thereby disrupting their normal function (Rasmussen, 2017). The least prevalent amongst the
APEC-associated genes in our study was hlyF, which is similar to the prevalence rate found by
Mbanga and Nyararai (2015) of 11 (24.4%). Johnson et al. (2008) observed that the prevalence of
hlyF was 621 (78.8%) out of the total isolates, which is the least prevalent amongst the other APEC
virulence genes like iroN, ompT, iss, and iutA. It was also observed that iutA was frequent in
samples that had any APEC-associated virulent gene. Out of the total 1010 E. coli positive isolates,
79 isolates were positive for only 1 virulence gene, which were iutA (75) or iroN (4). Similarly,
23 isolates were positive for 2 virulence genes, hlyF-iss (2), iss-iutA (15), iroN-ompT (4) or iroNiutA (2). One isolate was positive for 3 virulence genes ompT-hlyF-iss. Another 5 isolates were
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positive for 4 virulent genes which included iroN-ompT-hlyF-iss (4) and ompT-hlyf-iss-iutA (1).
The rest of the 242 isolates were positive for all 5 virulent genes, as shown in Table 3.5
In our study, the prevalence of APEC like E. coli was found to be higher during the 1st and
12th weeks of age; coincidently, during the same time, the prevalence of E. coli was lower
compared to other weeks. Temperature records show that the average daily temperature during the
12th week (February) was lower compared to other times of the year. The seasonality of various
pathogens is not uncommon (Freeman et al., 2009). One of the possible causes can be an increase
in stress caused by the body’s inability to cope with environmental changes. The susceptibility to
APEC increases during stress to the birds (Lutful Kabir, 2010). Stress can be in the form of
transportation stress as well as environmental factors such as extremes of temperature. Increased
managemental stress has been related to an increase in the number of heterophils and a decrease
in the number of lymphocyte with reduced immunity in birds (Kliger et al., 2000; Lutful Kabir,
2010). Similarly, disease conditions like Newcastle virus, infectious bronchitis and mycoplasmosis
cause damage to the respiratory tract and increases the susceptibility of the birds to APEC infection
(McPeake et al., 2005; Lutful Kabir, 2010).
The most common mechanism of APEC infection in birds is via the respiratory tract (Song
et al., 2020). In one in-vitro study with an avian tracheal cells model showed that the virulence
factors of APEC play an important role in adhesion of the bacteria to the tracheal epithelium
(Ramírez et al., 2009). Adhesion of APEC to the trachea is considered to be an important step that
leads to its invasion into the avian body (Pourbakhsh et al., 1997). One of the possible mechanisms
of APEC infection is through the cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction in the avian trachea (Song
et al., 2020). Song et al. (2020) found a higher expression of cytokine genes CCL4, CCL19,
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CCL20, and CCL21 after 4, 8- and 12-hours post-infection with APEC strain AE17 in the chicken
trachea. These were indicative of increased inflammatory response after the APEC infection.
Similarly, APEC infection also increased the expression of IL1β and IL8 cytokines of the
peripheral blood (Musa et al., 2009). Cytokine IL8 is a factor that attracts neutrophil to the site of
infection and plays an important role in the signaling mechanism during infection (DiVietro et
al., 2001). The presence of cytokines shows that APEC infection leads to inflammation and host
tissue damage. However, the precise mechanism that regulates the intrusion of the bacteria in the
tracheal epithelium and thereby into the systemic circulation is still not known.
3.5

CONCLUSION
At this point, we have not been able to determine the exact mechanism of APEC infection

in birds reared under different monochromatic lights in a cage-free system. The prevalence of
APEC like E. coli was found higher in trachea as compared to other tissues. Although the possible
route of APEC infection is trachea, our study does not have detailed explanation of this. Therefore,
a further study is needed with focus on the precise mechanism of APEC infection and mechanism
to reduce the chances of infection. Also, it will be interesting to find out the role of management
and nutritional intervention in mitigating the chances of infection. A limitation of our study is that
it lacks replications. Further research is needed with multiple replications of the experimental unit
to completely understand the effect of light on APEC concentration in the poultry housing facility.
3.6
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Table 3.1

Details of various sample types collected during different weeks of the trail

Sample types
1
4
8
Litter
32
32
32
Feces
32
32
32
Cloaca
32
32
32
Trachea
32
32
32
Egg
0
0
0
*Eggs were collected from 24 weeks of age

Age of the birds (Wk)
12
16
20
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
0
0
0
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24
32
32
32
32
32

28
32
32
32
32
32

Table 3.2

Forward and reverse primer sequences of five genes that predict the avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC) virulence

Virulence genes

Sequence (5’-3’)
Forward

Reverse

Size(bp)

iroN

AATCCGGCAAAGAGACGAACCGCCT

GTTCGGGCAACCCCTGCTTTGACTTT

553

ompT

TCATCCCGGAAGCCTCCCTCACTACTAT

TAGCGTTTGCTGCACTGGCTTCTGATAC

496

hlyF

GGCCACAGTCGTTTAGGGTGCTTACC

GGCGGTTTAGGCATTCCGATACTCAG

450

Iss

CAGCAACCCGAACCACTTGATG

AGCATTGCCAGAGCGGCAGAA

323

iutA

GGCTGGACATCATGGGAACTGG

CGTCGGGAACGGGTAGAATCG

302
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Reference
Johnson
2008
Johnson
2008
Johnson
2008
Johnson
2008
Johnson
2008

et al.,
et al.,
et al.,
et al.,
et al.,

Table 3.3

Effect of blue light and age on the prevalence of E. coli, APEC like E. coli and APEC associated virulence genes in the
pullet phase

Light

Age (wk)

Blue-LED
Normal LED
1
4
8
12
16

ybbW*

APEC**

93.13
88.75

33.89
31.69

83.59
93.75
94.53
87.50
95.31

50.47
22.50
21.49
46.43
26.23

iroN
34.23
32.39

APEC associated virulence genes** (%)
ompT
hlyF
iss
33.89
33.89
36.91
31.69
32.39
34.51

iutA
42.28
41.20

53.27
24.17
21.49
46.43
24.59

50.47
22.50
21.49
46.43
26.23

57.94
35.83
29.75
50.00
37.70

52.34
22.50
21.49
46.43
26.23

55.14
22.50
21.49
48.21
34.43

Blue-LED
1
87.50
48.21
53.57
48.21
48.21
53.57
57.14
Blue-LED
4
95.31
31.15
31.15
31.15
31.15
31.15
42.62
Blue-LED
8
98.44
26.98
26.98
26.98
26.98
26.98
31.75
Blue-LED
12
87.50
48.21
48.21
48.21
48.21
51.79
51.79
Blue-LED
16
96.88
17.74
14.52
17.74
17.74
24.19
30.65
Normal LED
1
79.69
52.94
52.94
52.94
56.86
56.86
58.82
Normal LED
4
92.19
13.56
16.95
13.56
13.56
13.56
28.81
Normal LED
8
90.63
15.52
15.52
15.52
15.52
15.52
27.59
Normal LED
12
87.50
44.64
44.64
44.64
44.64
44.64
48.21
Normal LED
16
93.75
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
45.00
45.00
*The prevalence of ybbW was calculated in percentage out of the total 640 isolates
**The prevalence of APEC like E. coli and APEC associated virulence genes were calculated in percentage out of the total E. coli
positive isolate
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Table 3.4

Effect of red-LED and age on the prevalence of E. coli, APEC like E. coli and APEC associated virulence genes in the
layer phase

Light

Age (wk)

Red-LED
Normal LED
20
24
28

ybbW*

APEC**

96.43
94.64

12.04
14.15

iroN
11.11
16.04

87.50
100.0
100.0

19.64
11.54
10.00

17.86
14.10
10.00

APEC associated virulence genes** (%)
ompT
hlyF
Iss
12.04
12.04
12.04
16.04
14.15
14.15

iutA
20.37
23.58

19.64
14.10
10.00

44.64
12.82
15.00

19.64
11.54
10.00

19.64
11.54
10.00

Red-LED
20
87.50
21.43
17.86
21.43
21.43
21.43
42.86
Red-LED
24
100.0
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
Red-LED
28
100.0
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
12.50
Normal LED
20
87.50
17.86
17.86
17.86
17.86
17.86
46.43
Normal LED
24
95.00
10.53
15.79
15.79
10.53
10.53
13.16
Normal LED
28
100.0
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
17.50
*The prevalence of ybbW was in calculated in percentage out of the total 448 isolates
**The prevalence of APEC like E. coli and APEC associated virulence genes were calculated in percentage out of the E. coli positive
isolates
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Table 3.5

Phase
Pullet
phase

The prevalence of APEC like E. coli and APEC associated virulence genes in
various samples isolated from birds
Tissue
sample
Litter
Feces
Cloacal
Tracheal

APEC
36.23
30.57
26.53
38.57

APEC associated gene* (%)
ompT
hlyF
Iss
36.23
36.23
39.13
30.57
31.85
33.12
26.53
26.53
27.89
38.57
38.57
43.57

iroN
37.68
29.94
28.57
37.86

iutA
46.38
36.94
36.05
48.57

Litter
13.33
15.56
15.56
13.33
13.33
13.33
Feces
6.38
8.51
8.51
6.38
6.38
8.51
Layer
Cloacal
10.64
8.066
10.64
10.64
10.64
40.43
phase
Tracheal 22.73
22.73
22.73
22.73
22.73
31.82
Egg
12.90
12.90
12.90
12.90
12.90
12.90
*Prevalence of APEC like E. coli and APEC associated genes out of the total positive isolates
during the pullet and layer phase
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Table 3.6

Number of isolates with APEC associated virulence genes

Number of genes
APEC
(1 positive)
APEC
(2 positive)
APEC
(3 positive)
APEC
(4 positive)
APEC
(5 positive)

Number of
isolates
79

Details
iutA (75), iroN (4)

23

hlyF-iss (2), iss-iutA (15),
iroN-ompT (4), iroN-iutA (2)

1

ompT-hlyF-iss (1)

5
241

iroN-ompT-hlyF-iss (4)
ompT-hlyF-iss-iutA (1)
iroN-ompT-hlyF-iss-iutA (241)
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Figure 3.1

Percentage of Escherichia coli (E. coli) isolates positive for avian pathogenic E.
coli (APEC) associated virulence genes
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Figure 3.2

The average temperature in each room throughout the length of the trial
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
4.1

CURRENT FINDINGS
The use of light-emitting diodes (LED) as a source of lighting in poultry facilities has

increased over the years due to its better energy efficiency, longer lifespan, and the ability to select
a spectrum of light. There are increasing numbers of studies that use a specific spectrum of light
to reduce stress to the birds and to increase the overall profitability. The chapters in this study
focus on the effect of using blue-LED in the pullet phase (1 to 17 weeks of age) and red-LED in
the layer phase (18 to 31 weeks of age) and their effects on growth, production, egg quality,
hormones, fear response, tibial weight and the prevalence of avian pathogenic E. coli (APEC) like
E. coli in Hy-Line® W-36 reared in a cage-free system.
The first objective of this study was to determine the effects of blue-LED in the pullet phase
and red-LED in the layer phase with respect to growth, production, egg quality, and hormone
profile. In our study, we found that using blue-LED during the pullet phase improved the growth
and stimulated the onset of lay. It was also found that switching to red-LED during the laying
phase did not affect overall egg production. The birds exposed to red-LED had higher relative yolk
weight with a lower relative albumen weight. A relative lower spleen percentage was observed in
red-LED as compared to normal-LED. A relatively lower spleen percentage is indicative of weaker
immune systems in these birds. Furthermore, heavier body weight at the start of production has
been associated with heavier eggs, more feed consumption, and a shorter lifespan. Therefore, at
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this stage, we are unable to conclude that exposing birds to blue-LED in the pullet phase and redLED in the layer phase improved the overall production and profitability.
The second objective was to evaluate the effect of blue-LED in the pullet phase and redLED in the layer phase in the behavior and stress responses of Hy-Line® W-36 birds. In our study,
we did not find any significant difference between the red-LED and normal-LED with respect to
tonic immobility, serum corticosterone concentration, and heterophil/lymphocyte ratio.
The third objective of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of E. coli and avian
pathogenic E. coli (APEC) associated virulence genes in litter, feces, cloaca, trachea, and eggs in
Hy-Line® W-36 raised under blue-LED in the pullet phase and red-LED in the layer phase. The
results indicated a slightly higher prevalence of E. coli and APEC like E. coli in isolates from blue
and red LED as compared to normal-LED. Overall, a higher prevalence of the gene iutA was
observed in the isolates and the prevalence of APEC like E. coli was higher in isolates from the
trachea.
4.2

RECOMMENDATION
The overall finding from this study indicates that using blue-LED in the pullet phase can

produce heavier pullets as compared to normal-LED. This can be used when heavier pullets are
required. In pullets raised in blue-LED, switching to red-LED during the laying phase can enhance
the onset of lay and increase the yolk percentage and decrease the albumen percentage of egg
without effecting the overall egg production. Egg yolk is used to produce egg oil, which is used
cosmetically. Egg yolk is also used to make various liqueurs such as Advocaat and eggnog. It is
also used to produce egg yolk agar. The increase in yolk percentage might be beneficial to such
producers that produce egg yolk as their main product and albumen as their by-product.
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4.3

LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In the study to evaluate the effect of LED light on the growth, egg production, egg quality,

behavior, and hormone concentration of Hy-Line® W-36 laying hen, the limitation was we had
only two replicates for each of the treatments. Furthermore, the replication of the treatment was
done in different years, which could account for additional variation, beyond our control added
during those years. Future studies need to be done using multiple replicates during the same time
to exclude the additional variation. Further research is needed to understand the effect of blueLED in the pullet phase and red-LED in the layer phase on immunity, bone-breaking strength and
cortical thickness.
During the first batch of experiment, in the year 2019, we also observed a coccidia infection
in the red-LED room at 22 weeks of age. Following infection, both the houses were treated with
Zoamix® (Zoetus, NJ) and BDM® (Zoetus, NJ) at the rate of 100 gram per ton of feed for two
weeks. A minor water pipe leakage was observed in the red-LED room at 5 weeks. The leakage
was fixed immediately, and the affected litter was replaced with new dry litter.
In the second phase of the experiment, during the year 2020, the entire litter of the house
had to be changed due to a water leakage during the 21 weeks of age. No mortality was observed
during this period, however, the change in litter might have affected the prevalence of APEC like
E. coli in the red-LED room. We also observed mites in birds placed in the red-LED birds during
the 24 weeks of age. Both the rooms were treated with sulfur powder dust bath for 2 weeks.
Although beyond the scope of this study, after the experiment, the birds from the second phase
were transferred to enriched cage colonies and were reared in normal-LED. In the birds from the
red-LED, higher rate of mortality was observed due to cloacal prolapse at 40 weeks of age whereas,
no mortality was observed in birds from normal-LED.
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In the study to evaluate the prevalence of avian pathogenic E. coli in cage-free Hy-Line®
W-36 hens, there was one replicate for the experimental unit (room). The prevalence was
calculated as a proportion of the isolates and a statistical comparison could not be performed.
Further study is needed with multiple replicates of the experimental unit to understand the effect
of light on the prevalence of APEC like E. coli in these lighting systems.
Future research should be done utilizing multiple replicates of the experimental light, by
doing this variation caused by a different timeframe (year) can be minimized. Also, the time
needed to complete the experiment can be shortened. There is also a possibility of raising birds in
cages instead of a cage-free system in this experiment. In that case, various cages can be considered
as an experimental unit and the experimental light treatment can be applied to individual cages.
Many of the light research have been done using environmentally controlled chambers a little
bigger than the commercial layer cages. This would be an appropriate statistical design to conduct
the experiment. However, it would be an inappropriate representation of conditions in which
commercial laying hens are raised. There is also an added challenge to maintain ventilation within
each of the experimental unit since each of these cages will be in completely light-tight
environment. Since the layer industry is moving towards cage-free system it is important that
lighting research is conducted in a cage-free system. Therefore, future experiments should be in
environments that are like the commercial system for results to be relevant and applicable for the
industry. Also, future experiment could evaluate the spleen weight throughout the experimental
period and ovary weight after maturity. This will help to better understand the effect of blue-LED
on spleen weight. Also, it will be interesting to see the effects of red-LED on the weight of the
reproductive organ. During our experiment, we also observed that birds raised in blue-LED and
red-LED did not perch as much as birds raised in normal-LED. It would be interesting to analyze
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behavioral data like feeding behaviour and perching behaviour throughout the experimental
period.
Therefore, future experiment needs to appropriately represent the conditions in which
laying hens are raised. In case the industry is moving towards cage-free housing system, the future
experiments can be done like this but with multiple replicates within the same time frame.
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